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A B S T R A C T
Polarization gating imaging is a popular and widely used imaging technique in biomedical
optics to sense tissues, deeper volumes, and also selectively probe sub-superficial volumes.
Due to the ’polarization memory’ effect of polarized light, elliptical polarization-gating
allows access to tissue layers between those of accessible by linear or circular polarizations.
As opposed to the conventional linearly polarized illumination, we focus on polarization
gating methods that combine the use of elliptically polarized light to select polarization-
maintaining photons and eliminate the background while providing superior contrast and
depth information. With gating, it has also become possible to access user-defined depths
(dependent on optical properties) in biological tissues with the use of images at different
ellipticities. Furthermore, this investigation allowed the application of polarization gating
in spectroscopy to selectively quantify the concentration of tissue chromophores at user-
desired depths. Polarization gating methods have been validated and demonstrated with
in vivo experiments on abnormalities of human skin (nevus, burn scar) and also on the
exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. Finally, as a first step towards the use of coherent il-
lumination, adding the concept of polarimetry to laser-speckle imaging was demonstrated.
Preliminary tests on phantoms (solid and liquid) suggested evidence of the influence of
polarization ellipticity on the formation and behaviour of speckles, which could pave the
way for more insight in the study of blood flow in tissues.
KEYWORDS: Polarization, elliptically polarized light, polarization gating, depth resolu-
tion, biomedical imaging;
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R É S U M É
L’imagerie de filtrage en polarisation est une technique populaire largement utilisée en
optique pour le biomédical pour le sondage des tissus superficiels, pour le sondage de
volumes plus profonds, mais aussi pour l’examen sélectif de volumes sub-surfaciques. Du
fait de l’effet de ’mémoire de polarisation’ de la lumière polarisée, l’imagerie de filtrage en po-
larisation elliptique est sensible à des épaisseurs de tissus différentes, depuis la surface, ac-
cessible avec la polarisation linéaire, jusqu’à une épaisseur critique accessible par la polar-
isation circulaire. Nous nous concentrons sur des méthodes utilisant des combinaisons de
polarisations elliptiques afin de sélectionner la portion de lumi ère ayant maintenu son état
de polarisation et éliminer le fond pour un meilleur contraste avec, de plus, une informa-
tion sur la profondeur. Avec ce type de filtrage, il est possible d’accéder à des profondeurs
de tissus biologiques bien définies (selon ses propriétés optiques) selon l’ellipticité de po-
larisation. De plus, ces travaux ont permis d’étendre la méthode à la spectroscopie pour
quantifier sélectivement la concentration en chromophores à une profondeur spécifique.
Les méthodes développées ont été validées in vivo à l’aide d’expériences réalisées sur des
anomalies de la peau (grain de beauté, cicatrice de brûlure) et aussi sur le cortex exposé
d’un rat anesthésié. Enfin, une étude préliminaire a été réalisée pour examiner la possibil-
ité d’étendre la méthode à l’imagerie de tavelures (speckle). Des tests préliminaires réalisés
sur fantômes (solides et liquides) montrent l’influence de l’ellipticité de polarisation sur la
formation et le comportement du speckle, ce qui offre la possibilité d’accéder à des infor-
mations sur le flux sanguin à des profondeurs spécifiques dans les tissus.
MOT CLÉS: Polarisation, lumière polarisée elliptiquement, filtrage en polarisation, résolu-
tion de profondeur, imagerie biomédicale;
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R E S U M E N
"Polarization gating imaging" es una técnica de imagen muy popular y ampliamente em-
pleada en óptica biomédica con el fin de caracterizar tejidos y sondear volúmenes sub-
superficiales de manera selectiva incluso a regiones profundas. Debido al efecto conocido
como memoria de polarización de la luz polarizada, la técnica de "polarization gating"
elíptica permite el acceso a capas de tejido que, de otro modo, no son accesibles mediante
polarización lineal y circular. En contra de la iluminación linealmente polarizada conven-
cional, nuestro estudio se centra en los métodos de "polarization gating" en combinación
con luz elípticamente polarizada. Esto permite discriminar aquellos fotones que mantienen
una polarización concreta, eliminando así el fondo al mismo tiempo que proporciona un
mayor contraste y profundidad de campo, incrementando notablemente la información
extraída. Gracias a esta técnica es posible el acceso a distintas profundidades en tejidos
biológicos definidas por el usuario (dependiendo de las propiedades ópticas) mediante
el empleo de imágenes a distinta elipticidad. Es más, este estudio ha permitido la apli-
cación del método "polarization gating" a la espectroscopia con el fin de cuantificar la
concentración de ciertos cromóforos presentes en tejidos biológicos de manera selectiva
y a distintas profundidades deseadas. Los métodos de "polarization gating" han sido val-
idados, establecidos y demostrados en experimentos in-vivo sobre anomalías en tejidos
epiteliales humanos (nervios, cicatrices por quemadura) y también en el córtex expuesto
de una rata anestesiada. Finalmente, como primer paso en el uso de iluminación coherente,
se ha añadido y demostrado el concepto de polarimetría a la técnica de speckle imaging
por láser. Los test preliminares en "phantoms" (tanto en sólido como en líquido) arrojan
indicios sobre una influencia de la polarización elíptica en la formación y comportamiento
de la distribución de las motas (speckle), lo cual podría abrir nuevas puertas y dar un
nuevo enfoque sobre la comprensión de la circulación de la sangre en los tejidos.
PALABRAS CLAVES: Polarización, luz elípticamente polarizada, polarization gating, re-
solución de profundidad, imágenes biomédicas;
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
L ight has always played an important role in medicine dating back to the prehistorictimes, when sunlight was believed to have healing powers for the mind as well as
the soul. With the advent of science and technology, the contribution of light to medicine
has evolved throughout human history, starting from the invention of the microscope in
the 17th century to today’s sophisticated Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) tools. The
basic idea revolves around the exploitation of the various properties and characteristics of
light. Optical imaging techniques use radiation from the visible range of wavelengths to
Near Infra-red (NIR). The simplest of these properties is, light absorption, where incident
light from a source causes a potentially therapeutic (or damaging) effect on a tissue. This
effect permits quantitative identification of the molecules present in a sample, their con-
centration and their local environment and also serves as a mechanism of optical contrast
during imaging. The other important event is, light scattering, which provides feedback
during therapy. It is mainly dependent on the ultra-structure of the tissue and proves as
an excellent diagnostic tool for imaging. Generally, these traditional optical techniques are
rigorous and are well established in simple, homogeneous, optically thin samples.
A thorough physical understanding of photon propagation in biological tissues (which
is a highly scattering media), is required to use these characteristic properties of light. A
breakthrough contribution to the evolution of optical imaging was given by Jöbsis [Jöbsis,
1977; Jöbsis van der Vliet, 1999; Jöbsis van der Vliet and Jöbsis, 1999] in the 1970’s when he
observed a spectral window in the NIR (∼650-950nm) range wherein photons could travel
deep in tissue as a result of the relatively small absorption of water and haemoglobin (dis-
cussed in detail in Section 2.2).
Optical imaging methods used for living organisms can be classified in two categories:
High-resolution microscopy, which focuses on infinitely small cells and ideally, molecules
in vivo, with the objective to push back the limits of geometrical optics to enhance the
understanding of biological mechanisms. These techniques use micro- or mesoscopic ap-
proaches, where coherence and phase of the electromagnetic wave are maintained for high-
resolution imaging. The coherence properties of light are used to push back these limits
along with the use of clever optical systems to overcome parasitic phenomena and to also
increase the signal to noise ratio.
Thick tissue imaging, which probes human organs, such as the breast or the brain, or
is used for pre-clinical imaging of small animals (laboratory mice). The challenge is to
achieve imaging of objects with low contrast, such as tumours, through several centime-
tres of highly absorbent and diffusing tissue, with sufficient resolution. These techniques
use meso- or macroscopic approaches, where the information is gathered from measure-
ments of luminous flux for the examination of deep tissue. Propagation of light is done
incoherently, and the ability to manipulate the system is limited, thus creating a need for
the development of sophisticated physical models to understand and account for the prop-
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agation in these random environments.
Figure 1.1: Multi-scale optical imaging. In NIR, the reference scales are the wavelength
λ ∼ 1µm, the elastic scattering length l(scat) ∼ 20− 40µm, transport length l∗ ∼ 1mm, and
the modulation length of the macroscopic diffuse wave, photon density, λmod ∼ 10cm
[Tromberg et al., 2005].
Figure 1.1 categorizes the four major families of optical imaging techniques classified ac-
cording to depth of penetration and resolution: Microscopy; OCT; Hybrid methods, using a
selection of specular or quasi-specular photons; and Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT), to
probe deep structures for which there no longer are specular photons. Figure 1.2 shows op-
tical imaging techniques that complement the other imaging techniques (Ultrasound, X-ray
tomography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Positron Emission Tomography (PET)).
Optical imaging techniques cannot achieve "whole-body" imaging, but they can compete
with conventional techniques, particularly PET for centimetric scale probes and, at the mi-
croscopic level, optical techniques obviously remain as the reference.
The advancement of optical imaging techniques has been progressing drastically from
the past twenty years by offering many advantages that paved as an alternative to con-
ventional biomedical imaging techniques – They a) use non-ionizing radiation, proving
harmless to the patient; b) allow for a non-invasive tissue "biopsy"; c) are of low-cost hard-
ware and can easily be implemented in a preclinical or clinical unit (contrary to MRI or PET
techniques that require a specific imaging department). The technique we are trying to de-
velop in this thesis allows for exploring an intermediate "mesoscopic" scale, ranging from
10µm to a few mm, to provide a model for superficial examination of biological tissue (or
relatively transparent) which gives both, axial/spatial (wide-field) and depth resolution.
Biological tissue is a multi-layered, heterogeneous structure with cells (a few µm), mem-
branes (a few nm), mitochondria (approx. 1µm) and the presence of these structures in
the trajectory of the light beam modifies or defines its path. The main problem of light
interactions with biological tissues in the optical wavelength range is the strong scattering
of light. Most optical imaging methods not only face the common obstacle of image degra-
dation and blurring which limit the ability to identify objects with high-resolution and
contrast but also suffer from a lack of resolution in depth. As photons undergo multiple
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Figure 1.2: Resolution according to depth for different imaging techniques [Da Silva, 2013].
scattering events before being detected, it is difficult to associate a probed depth to the
detected signal. Images are Two-dimensional (2D) projections of a combination of signals
from superficial and deeper tissue layers, with an a priori unknown proportion. Conven-
tional optical imaging of Intrinsic Optical Signal (IOS) provides high-resolution functional
2D images, by monitoring changes in absorption of intrinsic chromophores. As in vivo IOS
measurement is usually performed under reflectance geometry [Tuchin, 2000], illumina-
tion sources and detectors belong to the same half-space. However, such systems do not
allow depth discrimination which is very important in order to know the degree of inva-
siveness of a certain tumour, or to improve the quality of images that is degraded due to
blurring. Blurring occurs mainly due to: (a) mirror reflections at the surface and (b) dif-
fused light coming from the deeper tissues. The blurring due to specular reflection at the
surface, can be easily overcome by working with linear polarization illumination and cross-
polarization detection. But, at this point the depolarized backscattered detected photons
(those who have undergone a large number of scattering events) are likely to come from
deep locations. Moreover, the selective detection of photons stemming from the surface or
other specific depths remains a challenge. Polarization gating has been widely used to se-
lectively probe the structure of superficial biological tissue. Depth-selective measurements
are crucial to differentiate single and low-order scattering originating in the superficial
tissue (e.g. epithelium) from the light multiply scattered in deeper tissue. Recently, it has
been demonstrated that elliptically polarized light is capable of selecting sub-surface vol-
umes in turbid medium and in biological tissues [Rehn et al., 2013].
Polarization gating is a simple method that uses information of the polarization state of
the detected backscattered light to filter the unpolarized/depolarized photons. The prop-
agation of light in a scattering medium is accompanied by a loss of polarization due to
multiple interactions between the electromagnetic field and scatterers, resulting in changes
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of amplitude and direction of the field [Bicout and Brosseau, 1992; Bicout et al., 1994;
MacKintosh et al., 1989; Tuchin, 2000; Yoo and Alfano, 1989]. The use of polarizing filters
allows, up to a point, selecting photons for which polarization state is maintained: this
is the basis of the polarization gating imaging methods. It is understood that beyond a
certain optical thickness, depending on the number of scattering events, anisotropy factor,
and also absorption, photons will completely lose memory of their initial polarization - as
was demonstrated by MacKintosh et al. [1989] and called the polarization memory effect. This
effect describes how the original polarization is maintained during a number of scattering
events for a given polarization and showed that the polarization of circularly polarized
light is indeed maintained through a larger number of scattering events than that of lin-
early polarized light. It is shown that this effect depends mainly on the size the scattering
particle, i. e. the Anisotropy factor (g). Since biological tissues are Mie scatterers [Tuchin,
2000], this filtration with circularly polarized light can indeed be achieved in tissues, allow-
ing a deeper screening than linearly polarized light. If the particles are very small (Rayleigh
scattering), the opposite occurs, due to the numerous changes of helicity of circular polar-
ization with multiple reflections. This concept has been used in various areas of research
to locate or analyse specific regions in samples. Initial polarization will be maintained only
for a certain number of scattering events until total depolarization is reached [MacKintosh
et al., 1989]. Commonly, linear polarization and more rarely circular polarization are used
for polarization gating. It was shown that this method allows light extraction from super-
ficial tissue [Demos and Alfano, 1997], whereas circular polarization is sensitive to deeper
layers [Morgan and Ridgway, 2000]. If the diffusing medium is composed of Mie scatterers
as in most biological tissues, because of polarization-memory effects [Bicout et al., 1994;
MacKintosh et al., 1989] the depth defined by a circular-polarization gate is shown to be
larger than that defined by a linear-polarization gate. Moreover, as circular polarization
undergoes a helicity flip with mirror reflection, this technique thus allows screening of
subsurface tissues deeper than linearly polarized light, without any blurring due to sur-
face mirror reflection. Preliminary studies [Da Silva et al., 2012] have shown that elliptical
polarization-gating is sensitive to tissue layers between those of the two latter mentioned
polarizations and is also illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Circular
Illumination
Elliptical
Illumination
Linear
Illumination
Figure 1.3: Resolution according to depth for different imaging techniques. [Da Silva et al.,
2012]
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In this thesis, we have chosen to develop this approach of polarization gating because it
allows for non-contact tissue examination over a large (wide-field) Region of Interest (ROI)
with low-cost instrumentation. In addition and in comparison to practised techniques,
we develop new methods to access polarization maintaining photons and retrieve depth
information from different samples ranging from tissue mimicking liquid phantoms to
real-time in vivo imaging of Human skin.
1.1 aim and structure of the work
The aim of this Ph.D thesis is centred around the study of elliptically polarized light and
how it can be exploited to extract information from biological tissue, with enhanced spa-
tial as well as depth resolution. The manuscript has been categorized in three main aspects
depending on the source, illumination type, sample and type of information that can be
measured/quantified.
The first part deals with the understanding of elliptically polarized light and its role
in polarization gating by means of image subtraction and the quality of information that
can be extracted from this method of imaging biological tissues. In Chapter 2 I present
the existing state-of-the-art techniques and the evolution of polarization gating imaging
or in short, polarimetry. The comparison of polarimetric imaging to its contemporaries
in optical and medical imaging is also presented. To study biological tissues, the obvious
starting point is the light-matter interaction and a thorough knowledge of the absorption,
scattering and anisotropy behaviour of various tissues with light, and especially polar-
ized light. An introduction into the methods that describe the state of polarization: Jones
and Stokes vectors encompassing the Pointcaré sphere is also included in this chapter.
Polarized light transport in biological media has been studied using the Vectorial Radia-
tive Transfer Equation (VRTE) with Monte-Carlo simulation-based solutions. Although this
was studied as a part of this thesis, some of the assumptions and results from a previ-
ous study [Rehn, 2012] have been used to develop ideas and concepts of depth resolution
in this manuscript. Another major concept discussed in this chapter is the differences
between measuring the effective contrast in terms of Degree of Polarization (DOP) and
collecting only the polarization maintaining photons (as in the case of Linear Polariza-
tion Difference Imaging (LPDI), Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI) and Multi-
Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI)). The use of elliptically polarized light including
the characteristics with a focus on ’polarization memory’, role in polarization gating and
different types of polarization gating has been described extensively in Chapter 3. Chap-
ter 3 also describes the instrumentation and calibration of the experimental set-up and
samples’ preparation to achieve different polarization gating methods: Linear Polariza-
tion Difference Imaging (LPDI), Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI) and Multi-
Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI). Polarization gating methods based on subtraction
of background employ different channels with polarization-sensitive (linear, elliptical or
circular) illumination and detection for accessing photons with different characteristics.
Automation of the set-up with faster image acquisition was achieved to reduce unforced
manual errors and minimize motion artefacts. Another key milestone was set in image
processing with the development of an image registration algorithm that reduced motion
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artefacts from the order of 10− 12 pixels to ∼ 1 pixel. With the theory, instrumentation
and image acquisition system developed, the results of different polarization gating meth-
ods were compared and presented in Chapter 4 for different samples. The calibration and
validation of the method was first carried out on solid and liquid phantoms based on Intra-
lipid® solution with matched optical properties. The signal intensity and contrast for MPDI
that involves use of various polarization channels was seen to be superior to linear and
elliptical gating methods. Another key fact was the probing in depth achieved with each
increasing ellipticity. These results were further verified on chicken sample to check for
biological feasibility of the method. The superior contrast and signals were consistent and
proved a reliable method for in vivo imaging as well. Before going into the details of quan-
tification of the volumes probed, it was essential to check the behaviour of this method
for a spectrum of wavelengths. With the results of Rehn [2012]; Zonios and Dimou [2006],
it was possible to develop a 3D relationship between wavelength used, ellipticity of polar-
ization and depth probed. A detailed summary of this technique to access user-defined
depths is presented at the end of Chapter 4.
The second aspect that is dealt with in this thesis is the union of spectroscopy and depth
probing via polarimetric methods. The measurement of tissue oxygenation being one of
the main focus points for diagnosis of various diseases, is of interest in this study as well.
The fact that elliptically polarized light can retain their incident polarization for a num-
ber of scattering events (or Mean Free Path (MFP)s) depending on the optical properties,
makes it possible for polarization gated spectroscopy. For this purpose, we have devel-
oped an algorithm based on the Modified Beer-Lambert’s Law (MBLL) as demonstrated
by Stockford et al. [2007] that uses multi-wavelength images that have been processed by
MPDI. This algorithm was applied to in vivo images obtained at different wavelengths for
the exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat to check the efficiency of the algorithm and as-
sess the extracted information. Mapping the attenuation of images at different depths was
made possible using the manipulations of the algorithm at different wavelengths (mini-
mum of three). Calculation of the Ratio of concentrations of two chromophores (R) has
been described for different imaging samples and the values and related conclusions have
also been discussed in this chapter.
The third and final part of this manuscript revolves around the study of the ’polarized
speckle’. Chapter 6 represents a new application of the polarization gating methods to
coherent light, i. e. it’s incorporation in speckle contrast calculation for the measurement
of blood flow in vivo. Polarization gating with background subtraction (using EPDI) was
developed for speckle contrast calculation. Preliminary tests were done on solid and liquid
Intra-lipid® based phantoms and they showed evidence that the polarization channels in-
fluence the photon paths and change the value of speckle contrast accordingly. It suggested
that the possibility of accessing depth information and depth characterization is very high
with this method and marks the starting point for in vivo applications like depth-resolved
blood flow sensing.
Finally, in Chapter 7, I present the concluding remarks to sum up the results presented
in this manuscript. This thesis has been a part of the Europhotonics Erasmus Mundus
Joint Doctorate program between Institut Fresnel in Marseille, France and The Institute of
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Photonic Sciences (ICFO) in Barcelona, Spain under the the supervision of Dr. Anabela Da
Silva and Prof. Dr. Turgut Durduran respectively. This work was supported by the Euro-
pean Commission through the Erasmus Mundus Joint Doctorate Programme Europhoton-
ics (Grant No. 159224-1-2009-1-FR-ERA MUNDUS-EMJD). The animal experiments were
done in collaboration with Dr. Ivo Vanzetta from Institut des Neurosciences de la Timone
(INT), Aix-Marseille Université, Marseille.

2
P O L A R I M E T R I C I M A G I N G O F
B I O L O G I C A L T I S S U E S
T his chapter deals with the description of the existing state-of-the-art imaging tech-niques for the examination of biological tissues, highlighting the advantages of the
optical imaging techniques, and in particular, polarimetric methods and technology that
we have developed in the course of this thesis. Firstly, the contribution of optics for the
examination of biological tissues is discussed in detail. We have then described the phys-
ical phenomena governing the interaction between the incident light beam and tissue at
the microscopic level (molecules). This is followed by the introduction of the definitions
of physical quantities used and the detailing of the intrinsic property of light used in this
work, i. e. Polarization.
2.1 introduction
The use of light for biomedical applications dates back to the 19th century, where candle
light was the only source of illumination. It is indeed interesting to follow the evolution
of optical methods from that point. With the onset of quantum theory, molecular spec-
troscopy became a revolution in the mid-1950s. With molecular spectroscopy, light was
used in many different ways to analyse complex biological systems and understand na-
ture at the molecular level. Light at a certain wavelength was used to irradiate the sample
(e.g., a bodily fluid, a tissue, or an organ) in a process called excitation. Then some of the
properties of the light that emerged from the sample were measured and analysed. Some
analyses dealt with the fraction of the incident radiation absorbed by a sample; the tech-
niques involved are called absorption spectroscopies (e.g., ultraviolet, visible, IR absorp-
tion techniques). Other analyses included examining the incident radiation that was dis-
sipated and reflected back from the samples (elastic scattering techniques). Alternatively,
it became possible to measure the light emitted and scattered by a sample, that occurred
at wavelengths different from the excitation wavelength: by means of techniques like flu-
orescence, phosphorescence, Raman scattering, and inelastic scattering. Other specialized
techniques were also used to detect specific properties of emitted light (circular dichroism,
polarization, lifetime, etc.). The range of wavelengths used in molecular spectroscopy to
study biological molecules is quite extensive. Molecular spectroscopic techniques have led
to the development of a wide variety of practical techniques for minimally invasive mon-
itoring of disease. For instance, Chance et al. [1988] developed and used NIR absorption
techniques to monitor physiological processes and brain function non-invasively. Today, a
wide variety of molecular spectroscopic techniques, including fluorescence, Raman scatter-
ing, and bioluminescence, are being developed for cancer diagnosis, disease monitoring,
and drug discovery. The use of light for medical applications has now become widespread,
mainly owing to the flexibility of use, safety of radiation and also due to the fact a large
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number of biological functions can be studied through optical contrasts and low-cost in-
strumentation.
2.1.1 Microscopy
To get a thorough understanding of the various optical techniques commonly used for the
examination of biological tissues, it is important to know the optical property on which
their operation is based – phase, spatial information, the temporal coherence and polariza-
tion. Confocal microscopy, invented by Minsky in 1955, is an elegant and simple method
for achieving high image contrast by reduction of light scatter from adjacent (lateral and
axial) voxels and is one of the mostly widely used techniques that exploits spatial infor-
mation [Wilson, 1990]. The lateral resolution of confocal microscopy, typically 0.2 - 1.0µm,
enables tissue imaging with a resolution comparable to that of high-magnification histol-
ogy. In biological tissues, confocal microscopy allows a depth penetration of about 200
- 300µm, since the focus of the illumination beam is limited by scattering in tissues. It
is however, applicable to weakly scattering tissues with a small thickness or for surface
examination. Since confocal microscopy is a point-to-point imaging technique requiring
scanning in 3D of the incident light spot, it is very apt for the observation of small ROI.
Current research effort has focused on overcoming the limitations of confocal microscopy.
However, due to the loss of focus and its limitation to the examination of small areas, this
technique is not feasible for achieving depth resolution. This technique has undergone
sophistication owing to the development of two-photon microscopy, which exploits the
signal emitted by fluorescent markers in vivo or ex vivo. It allows for the viewing of dif-
ferent cells with a three-dimensional resolution of the micro-metric scale [Strupler et al.,
2007]. This technique has a colossal cost (> 300k Euros), exceeding the instrumentation
costs of even some non-optical techniques. It is mainly used to get a better understanding
of the cellular mechanisms.
2.1.2 Macroscopy
On a macroscopic scale, there are other optical techniques which are based on measuring
the macroscopic optical contrast (µa, µs) using detectors like Charge-coupled Device (CCD)
cameras, Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) cameras etc. This type of in-
strumentation is very convenient because it allows for quick examination of superficial
tissues. To improve the Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR), two approaches are of use: a) excita-
tion of contrast with the use of exogenous absorbers or fluorescent markers; b) Filtering
the light signal to overcome scattering, either by spatial filtering, temporal filtering, inter-
ferential filtering or by polarization. OCT is an imaging technique that works on the basis
of using temporal information based on low-coherence interferometry, typically employ-
ing NIR light. It was first proposed in 1991 by Huang et al. [1991], for deep imaging of a
slice of tissue by a point-by-point detection of the backscattered signal and its elimination
at the same time. The system is made up of an interferometer (traditionally Michelson)
illuminated by a course of low coherence length. OCT allows for three-dimensional imag-
ing of biological tissues providing a depth resolution of a few millimetres depending on
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the tissue type. Because the eye is the only transparent organ in the body accessible to in
vivo and non-invasive examination, it is often the first and best venue for the application
of new optical imaging techniques. OCT is a prime example. Before this technique spread
rapidly to other fields of inquiry, it was perfected in ophthalmology [Fujimoto et al., 1995;
Fukuda et al., 2005; Puliafito et al., 1995; Schuman et al., 1995; Weinreb and Khaw, 2004].
The optics of the eye can be limiting in terms of theoretical achievable resolution (i. e. ocu-
lar aberrations, numerical aperture, etc.) compared to conventional or confocal microscopy.
These limitations have, however, provided opportunities for the development of tools to
overcome them (e.g., adaptive optics). The low cost of the technique makes it very acces-
sible. However, the wavelength used is typically greater than 1000 nm, which offers little
access to the study of metabolites such as haemoglobin [Chen et al., 2009; Maheswari et al.,
2003] and is also hampered due to the effects of tissue scattering.
To tackle the problems associated with highly diffuse tissues and multiple scattering,
a brief review of optical the techniques used is apprehended in this paragraph. The use
of multi-scattered photons, as a diffuse optical imaging method dates back to 1831, when
Bright [1831] examined the cranium of a hydrocephalic patient, by transparency, using
candle light. The same concept was applied by Cutler [1929] for the examination of breast.
Diffuse optical imaging experienced renewed interest in the 1980s [Arridge et al., 1986] and
1990s [Yodh and Chance, 1995], as it is a non-ionizing imaging method that utilizes light
in the NIR spectral region to measure the optical properties of physiological tissue. This
macro imaging technique is based on the exploitation of spatial, spectral or temporal infor-
mation, contained in diffuse light, that has completely lost all sense of polarization due to
multiple-scattering. DOT has gained popularity in the recent years in various deep-tissue
applications including breast cancer imaging, brain functional imaging, stroke detection,
muscle functional studies, Photo Dynamic Therapy (PDT), and radiation therapy monitor-
ing. The sensitivity and geometric resolution in depth is limited to < 1cm; therefore, this
technique cannot be used for whole-body imaging.
2.1.3 Polarimetry
The resolution obtained with DOT, PDT and other optical techniques are low, ranging from
mm (for small animals) to cm (humans). Contrary to these methods, imaging by polar-
ization gating operate by excluding light that is multiply-scattered and uses the light that
has kept its initial polarization [Schmitt et al., 1992]. In 1991, Anderson [Anderson, 1991]
showed the use of polarized light to study malignant disease of the skin which led to a
new beginning. This method of filtering scattered photons is thus more attractive for our
study because of the possibility of selecting and detecting light that has probed the tissue
to a certain depth. It is a well-established tool for non-invasive material characterization
(various forms of clear media) and involves the comparison of the polarization states of
light before and after light interacts with the material. The technique that we have de-
veloped in the course of this thesis is based on the selection of photons by polarimetric
filtering. In contrast to other optical imaging techniques, polarimetric imaging for biomedi-
cal applications has only gained importance over the past 20 years. The interest in this type
of imaging has grown recently due to the fact that, unlike conventional techniques based
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mainly on the exploitation of attenuating contrasts, polarimetric methods are very sensi-
tive to the structure of the environment. Polarization gating techniques are being used in
diverse fields [Ghosh and Vitkin, 2011] ranging from remote sensing applications (metrol-
ogy [Gadsden et al., 1979], astronomy [Chrysostomou et al., 2007]), computational analysis
of waves, to differentiating between normal and precancerous cells [Gurjar et al., 2001], as
well as many other applications in biomedical imaging [Tuchin et al., 2006]. The effect of
scattering on the polarization state of light has been found very useful for imaging of sur-
face or sub-surface structures in scattering media, and for transmission imaging of deep
structures [Rowe et al., 1995]. It has also been shown that the scattering parameters of tur-
bid tissue, including the scattering coefficient, can be determined from spatially dependent
intensity patterns of polarized light that is diffusely backscattered from highly scattering
media [Hielscher et al., 1997]. The incorporation of polarimetric imaging in more conven-
tional techniques such as microscopy or OCT helps in the extraction of precise information
such as on collagenous tissue structure (eye [Ducros et al., 2001], skin [Yasui et al., 2004]).
Promising studies of polarimetric examination of tissues were carried out in dermatology
and gynaecology [Demos and Alfano, 1997; Jacques et al., 2002; Kapsokalyvas et al., 2013;
Morgan et al., 2006; Pierangelo et al., 2013; Stockford and Morgan, 2005; Stockford et al.,
2002] , where melanomas or other lesions (lupus) were characterized by various polarimet-
ric indicators (depolarization and birefringence).
The use of polarization property of light is one of the most used method for the exami-
nation of superficial tissues. These techniques are based on the fact that the polarization is
lost depending on the tissue’s scattering properties. The backscattered light thus contains
a mixture of polarized and depolarized photons that have undergone small number of
scattering events. Polarized light can be extracted by a simple image subtraction method
[Jacques et al., 2000] a) for moving beyond the specular and probing more deeply; or b) for
selecting the specular photons. It is precisely this approach that we have chosen to develop.
Although depth of penetration achieved by polarization gating is limited, this technique is
adapted to our study because, it allows: examination of tissue over a large (wide-field) ROI
with low-cost instrumentation, usage of markers (absorbers, fluorescent markers) and non-
contact tissue examination. However, in a complex random medium-like tissue, numerous
complexities due to multiple scattering and simultaneous occurrences of many scattering
and polarization events present formidable challenges both in terms of accurate measure-
ments and in terms of analysis of the tissue polarimetry signal. A detailed description of
the existing polarimetric imaging techniques for biological tissues is discussed in Section
2.5, for which it is very necessary to understand the basic physical concepts of light-matter
interaction, polarization and its nomenclature.
2.2 interaction of light-matter
In the previous section, we have reviewed the different optical imaging techniques con-
ventionally used in the examination of biological tissues. These imaging techniques are
based on the fact that light interacts with biological tissues which helps access certain
information. Here, we discuss the optical properties of biological tissues and the specific
properties of polarized light that are needed to understand the work done in this thesis.
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When light is incident on tissue, some of the light is reflected by the surface, and the rest is
transmitted, which means, depending on its optical properties, some of the light is either
absorbed and/or scattered.
2.2.1 Absorption
In the NIR region (diagnostic and therapeutic window see Fig. 2.1), the optical transparency
of tissues is maximal which is due to the low level of absorption of strong intrinsic chro-
mophores (like water, lipids, haemoglobin, melanin etc.) that would absorb radiation in
living tissues [Da Silva, 2013; Tuchin, 2000; Tuchin et al., 2006; Vo-Dinh, 2003; Wang et al.,
2002]. Absorption of light provides a diagnostic role such as the spectroscopy of a tissue.
Absorption can provide information on the chemical composition of a tissue, and serve as a
mechanism of optical contrast during imaging. For an absorbing medium, the Absorption
coefficient (µa), (expressed as unit cm−1) is described as the loss of intensity of a collimated
beam through a medium of thickness, l. This is expressed by the Beer-Lambert law,
I = I0e
−µal (2.1)
where I0 is the incident intensity and I is the transmitted intensity. In other words, µa is the
reciprocal of the Absorption length (la), which is the typical distance travelled by photons
before they are absorbed in the medium (µa = 1/la).
Therapeutic Window
Figure 2.1: Absorption Spectra of the major chromophores making up biological tis-
sue; Oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) (red), Deoxyhaemoglobin (Hb) (blue), Water (black), Lipid
(brown), Melanin (pink), Collagen (green) and Elastin (yellow) [Beard, 2011].
2.2.2 Scattering
However, tissues are strongly scattered in NIR range due to the presence of inhomogeneities
in the anatomy (cell organelles, vasculature etc.), defined by the Refractive index (n), which
pose a problem of obtaining clear images. But scattering is an important optical property
of tissues as it provides feedback (by collecting the backscattered light) during therapy
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and has diagnostic value (depending on the ultra-structure of the tissue). For a scatter-
ing medium, the Scattering coefficient (µs), (expressed as unit cm−1) is described as the
probability of transmission of a photon without redirection by scattering after a unit path-
length L (units in cm). In other words, µs is the reciprocal of the Scattering length (ls),
which is the typical distance travelled by photons before they are scattered in the medium
(µs = 1/ls). In biological tissues, µs is in the range 100− 500cm−1 [Cheong et al., 1990;
Jacques, 2013]. Biological tissues exhibit both absorption and strong scattering and are
considered as opaque or turbid media. The total attenuation incurred by turbid media
can be defined by the µt, which is the sum of the individual absorption and scattering
coefficients [Twersky, 1962],
µt = µa + µs (2.2)
And the inverse of µt is called the Mean Free Path (MFP) between two interactions,
MFP =
1
µt
=
1
µa + µs
(2.3)
In general, the MFP is the average distance travelled by a moving particle (a photon in our
case) between successive impacts (collisions), which modify its direction or energy or other
particle properties. In biological tissues, it is approximately 20− 100µm [Gelebart, 1998].
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of light-matter interaction in a turbid medium.
A simple schematic of what happens when light hits a turbid medium is represented
in Figure 2.2. Scattering of light follows different regimes based on their arrival time in
the detector and how far light has penetrated into the medium: the ballistic, transition or
random-walk step regimes. Ballistic transport is observed when the MFP of the photon is
longer than the dimension of the medium through it travels. These photons are the first to
arrive in the medium and they travel in the direction of the incident beam. They undergo
only single scattering events and retain their initial state of polarization. Transition regime
is the intermediate process where the number of scattering events increase before reaching
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the diffusive or random walk regime. These photons have a longer path length than ballis-
tic photons, and their polarization state depends on the number of scattering events they
have undergone. They still retain their initial direction of propagation and coherence infor-
mation. In the random walk regime, the initial propagation direction has been completely
randomized and photons undergo multiple-scattering events. The path length, coherence
information, propagation direction and polarization state is completely lost in this regime.
The multiple-scattered photons still carry information about the structure of the medium
and is the ’deepest’ we can probe in a tissue.
2.2.3 Anisotropy
Considering the case of elastic scattering, the probability of an incident photon in a di-
rection Ω ′, to scatter in a direction Ω is given by the scattering phase function, f(Ω,Ω ′).
This phase function is mainly dependent on the size of the particle in relation to the wave-
length, and is not always constant depending on the scattering angle. This translates to
a scattering distribution. In a multiple-scattering process, the direction of propagation is
described by the Anisotropy factor (g), which is a measure of the amount of forward direc-
tion retained after a single scattering event illustrated in Fig. 2.3. It can be mathematically
represented as,
g = < cosθ > =
∫1
−1
f(cos θ)∂(cosθ) (2.4)
which is the expectation value of cos θ. Most biological tissues are highly forward scatter-
ing, and have values of g in the range of 0.8− 1 [Cheong et al., 1990; Jacques, 2013].
θ
cattering event
Photon path Deflection angle
'
Figure 2.3: Schematic of a scattering event which causes a deflection angle, θ, from the
original forward trajectory of the photon. Ω is the direction of propagation of photon and
Ω ′ is the deflected direction of photon after scattering at an angle of cos θ.
2.2.4 Transport Mean Free Path (MFP’)
Another important unit is the ’Transport Mean Free Path (MFP’)’ or ’random-walk step’
which corresponds to the typical distance travelled by photons before their direction is
randomized, and corresponds to a scattering parameter, µ ′s, known as the Reduced scatter-
ing coefficient (µ ′s) (also, MFP’ = 1/µ ′s).
In general, in the red-NIR tissues have a high µ ′s and a low µa; which means a photon is
likely to undergo many scattering events before being absorbed. In the multiple scattering
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regime, the light received by each particle comes from scattered light from other particles
located before (or even after) and sometimes far from the initial propagation direction.
After multiple-scattering events, photons will travel almost equally in all directions so the
diffusion approximation to the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) (discussed in Section
2.4) can be utilized. The anisotropy dependent µs of the medium can be replaced by an
equivalent isotropic Reduced scattering coefficient (µ ′s) (in the diffusion regime), given as,
µ ′s = µs(1− g) (2.5)
And, the MFP’ (typically ∼ 500µm in biological tissues) can be further represented as,
MFP’ =
1
µ ′s
=
1
µs(1− g)
(2.6)
2.3 polarization basics : definitions and theory
After reviewing the interaction of light-matter, it is very important to understand the role
of the polarization property of light and how it fits into the concepts discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2. For this purpose, we shall begin with the basics of polarization described by the
electro-magnetic formalism.
2.3.1 Concept of Polarization
The state of polarization or light polarization refers to the pattern described by the electric
field of the light wave as a function of time at a fixed point in space. To understand
polarization mathematically, let us consider a plane wave travelling along the z-axis, with
wavelength λ and frequency f,
~E(z, t) = E0 cos(kz−ωt) (2.7)
where ~E is the electric-field vector, E0 is the electric-field amplitude, k = 2pi/λ and ω = 2pif.
When ~E oscillates in a direction parallel to the direction of the propagation of the wave, the
light is said to be linearly polarized and is illustrated in Figure 2.4a.
A linearly polarized wave can be resolved into two mutually orthogonal components, E⊥
and E‖ given by,
E0 = E⊥ + E‖ (2.8)
where E⊥ and E‖ have their own phase δ⊥ and δ‖ respectively (see Figure 2.4b). The phase
relationship, between these two components can explain the different states of polarization.
If the plane of polarization of the electrical field rotates, the light is said to be elliptically po-
larized, because the electrical field vector traces out an ellipse at a fixed point in space as a
function of time and can be seen in Figure 2.5. The degree to which the ellipse is oval is de-
scribed by a shape parameter called eccentricity or ellipticity, defined as ϕ = arctan(b/a).
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic of a vertically polarized electromagnetic wave with it’s Electric-
field vector (~E) (yellow) oscillating in the vertical direction. The magnetic field vector, B
(red), is always perpendicular to the electric field. (b) E‖ and E⊥ components of the total
electric field, ~E, where δ is the phase angle of the electric field components.
If the ellipse happens to be a circle (i. e. when ellipticity ϕ = ±45°), the light is said to be
circularly polarized.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of a polarization ellipse showing the ellipticity, ϕ, as a function of
the semi-major and semi-minor axes, a and b.
There are two orientations of circularly/elliptically polarized light: right-handed (or pos-
itive helicity), where ~E is rotating clockwise as seen by an observer towards whom the wave
is moving, and left-handed (or negative helicity), where ~E is rotating counter-clockwise as
seen by an observer towards whom the wave is moving. A schematic representation of the
handedness of light is represented in Figure 2.6. The connection between phase and polar-
ization can be understood as follows: circularly polarized light consists of equal quantities
of linear, mutually orthogonal polarized components that oscillate exactly 90° out of phase.
In general, light of arbitrary elliptical polarization consists of unequal amplitudes of lin-
early polarized components where the electrical fields of the two polarizations oscillate at
the same frequency but have some constant phase difference.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Right-handed circularly polarized light as seen by the observer with ~E ro-
tating clockwise (also called as positive helicity), and (b) Left-handed circularly polarized
light as seen by the observer with ~E rotating counter-clockwise (also called as negative
helicity). Symbols, O: Observer and S: Source.
2.3.2 Describing the state of polarization
The different states of polarization can be expressed mathematically in two main schools
of representation: Jones calculus and Stokes vectors. The method of Jones is unique in that
it deals with the instantaneous electric field, whereas the Stokes parameters describe a
time-averaged optical signal. For this reason the Stokes/Mueller method is often chosen
for use with light of rapidly and randomly changing polarization state, such as natural
sunlight, while the Jones method is preferred when using coherent sources such as lasers.
2.3.2.1 Jones Calculus
The Jones method, introduced by R. C. Jones [Jones, 1941] in 1941, provides a mathematical
description of the polarization state of light, as well as a means to calculate the effect
that an optical device will have on input light of a given polarization state. Since light is
composed of oscillating electric and magnetic fields, the most natural way to represent
light is in terms of the Electric-field vector (~E). The column vector representation of ~E is
known as a Jones Vector, given by,
~E =
[
E‖
E⊥
]
=
[
E0‖eiδ‖
E0⊥eiδ⊥
]
(2.9)
where E‖ and E⊥ contain both amplitude and phase information. Any state of polarization
can be described by a two-element Jones vector, and the linear operation of any optical
device can be fully described by a 2x2 Jones matrix, given by,[
E‖,t
E⊥,t
]
=
[
a b
c d
][
E‖,i
E⊥,i
]
(2.10)
where the 2x2 matrix in the LHS of Eqn. 2.10 is called the Jones matrix of the optical device
(linear polarizer, quarter-wave plate, etc.). It is possible to represent the passage of a beam
of light through multiple devices as the multiplication of Jones matrices. The Jones vector
is only valid in the space of fully polarized light, and is only useful for problems involving
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coherent light. In our studies, the main focus is on retaining light that has kept its polariza-
tion and removing the depolarized light, we have to deal with characterizing light which
is fully, partially polarized or even unpolarized. Thus, we concentrate on using the Stokes
Vector formalism which is designed for this purpose.
2.3.2.2 Stokes Vectors
In the Stokes formalism which was introduced by G. G. Stokes in 1852 [published in
Stokes, 1901], the polarization state of the light beam is represented by four measurable
quantities: I representing the overall intensity of the light source, Q and U representing
the linear polarized components and V representing the circularly polarized component.
These parameters grouped in a 4x1 vector is known as the Stokes Vector. These Stokes
parameters are described by one of the following intensity measurements performed using
ideal polarizers: I‖, I⊥, I45°, I135°, IR and IL and can be represented as,
S =

I
Q
U
V
 =

I‖ + I⊥
I‖ − I⊥
I45°− I135°
IR − IL
 (2.11)
From the Stokes Vector, different polarization parameters can be defined [Bickel and
Bailey, 1985; Chipman, 1994; Collett, 1990; Kliger et al., 1990]. Degree of Polarization (DOP),
represented as,
DOP =
√
Q2 +U2 + V2
I
(2.12)
The DOP varies from 0 to 1, where a fully polarized state will have a DOP of 1, a com-
pletely unpolarized state will have a DOP of 0 and a partially polarized state will have
intermediate values. Other important quantitites are also defined using the Stokes Vector,
called the Degree of Linear Polarization (DOLP) and Degree of Circluar Polarization (DOCP),
written as,
DOLP =
√
Q2 +U2
I
(2.13)
and,
DOCP =
V
I
(2.14)
respectively. DOCP can have positive or negative values which is an indicator of the hand-
edness of the circulary polarized light. The DOP should not exceed unity and should satisfy
the condition,
I >
√
Q2 +U2 + V2 (2.15)
The Stokes Vector summarizes the representation of the polarization state of light, and
is used in conjugation with a 4x4 matrix, known as the Mueller Matrix [Mueller, 1943] to
describe the transfer functions of any medium with its interaction with polarized light.
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S0 =MSi (2.16)
where Si and S0 are the Stokes vectors of the input and output light, respectively. It is also
possible to represent multiple incoherent light sources travelling in the same direction, by
a common Stokes vector,
S =
∑
Si (2.17)
The Mueller matrix is also called as the complete "Optical Polarization Fingerprint", as
all the polarization properties of the medium is represented in one of it’s 16 elements.
It is also possible to represent the polarization ellipse, in turn the Stokes parameters in
Three-dimensional (3D) cartesian coordinates using the Pointcaré Sphere (introduced by H.
Pointcaré in 1892 [Pointcaré, 1892]). Figure 2.7 shows the graphical representation of the
Pointcaré sphere, along with a few examples of fully-polarized states and their locations
on the surface of the sphere.
Figure 2.7: Schematic of the Pointcaré Sphere with it’s correlation to the Stokes Parameters
(Q,UandV). Examples of different fully polarized states and their corresponding locations
on the sphere are also represented where, LH: linear horizontal, L+45°: linear +45°, RC:
right circular , LC: left circular, RE: right elliptical and LE: left elliptical polarizations
respectively.
A single point in the sphere represents a polarization state, and all possible states ex-
ist within a sphere of unit radius. The points on the sphere’s surface represent all fully-
polarized states, and the points that lie within the sphere represent partially-polarized
states.
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2.4 polarized light interactions with scattering media
The polarization effects of light propagation through various multiply-scattering media,
including biological tissues, are fully described by the Vectorial Radiative Transfer Equa-
tion (VRTE).
2.4.1 Vectorial Radiative Transfer Equation (VRTE)
The transport of light through a medium containing many scattering particles is a com-
plex problem and there is a need to represent this formalism mathematically and with
a general solution that will account for all types of interactions. The Radiative Transfer
Equation (RTE) serves this purpose efficiently with the calculation of radiance and in turn
measures the propagating intensity however, it does not account for polarization property
of the propagating light intensity [Chandrasekhar, 1960].
Figure 2.8: Schematic of radiance along a direction Ω, of a volume element ∆V . The total
change in radiance is given as a result of losses due to absorption, gains due to incom-
ing scattering from all directions Ω ′ into direction Ω and losses due to scattering in all
directions.
For a given volume ∆V (as shown in Figure 2.8), if an initial incident radiance L(r,Ω, t)
(with units Wm−2sr−1) propagates a distance ∆r in a direction Ω, at a time t, and velocity
v = c/n,the RTE can be written as,
1
v
∂L(r,Ω, t)
∂t
+5.L(r,Ω, t)Ω = −µtL(r,Ω, t) + µs
∫
L(r,Ω ′, t)f(Ω,Ω ′)∂Ω ′
+S(r,Ω, t)
(2.18)
where S(r,Ω, t) represents the spatial and angular distribution of photons added by a
source inside the medium. The RTE is a linear solution which uses the law of energy con-
servation and accounts for any change in the propagating radiance. The left-hand side of
Equation. 2.18 represents the total change in the radiance during light transport through
the volume ∆V at a velocity v in the medium, where the first term corresponds to the
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rate of change between movement of photons in and out of the volume and the second
term corresponds to the flux of photons along direction Ω. On the right-hand side, the
interactions of the photons within the volume is described where: the first term represents
the losses due to the total attenuation, i. e. absorption and scattering losses, the second
term represents the portion of photons that further scatter to its neighbouring volumes,
calculated by the scattering phase function f(Ω,Ω ′) which represents the probability of
scattering the volume along each direction Ω ′ into direction Ω, and the third term corre-
sponds to the portion of photons retrieved due to source gains inside the medium.
While this gives a solution to the scalar transport problem, it is based on the assumption
of employing a non-polarization dependent scattering phase function. Even with the use
of an unpolarized source, scattering itself might generate partially polarized light. Also,
for the case of using a polarized light source, or illuminating a medium with polarized
light, the radiance and polarization of light leaving the medium is not a scalar quantity,
but a complex vectorial one. To address these problems, we use a modified form of the
RTE called the Vectorial Radiative Transfer Equation (VRTE) [Ishimaru, 1978] and with the
inclusion of four different radiances, one for each of the Stokes vectors. The VRTE can be
represented as,
1
v
∂~I(r,Ω, t)
∂t
+5.~I(r,Ω, t)Ω = −µt~I(r,Ω, t) + µs
∫
~I(r,Ω ′, t)Z(Ω,Ω ′)∂Ω ′.
+S(r,Ω, t)
(2.19)
Here, ~I is a vector containing the four radiances corresponding to the four Stokes vectors
and is represented as,
~I =

I(r,Ω, t)
Q(r,Ω, t)
U(r,Ω, t)
V(r,Ω, t)
 (2.20)
where I, Q, U and V represent each intensity of their respective elements of the Stokes
Vector. The scattering phase function f(Ω,Ω ′), has been replaced by a 4x4 matrix, Z which
represents the scattering Mueller-matrix of the volume, that transform incoming intensity
along direction Ω ′ into the direction Ω.
Solving the VRTE has always known many challenges since it was derived, and one of
the most common approaches of solving the problem is through Monte-Carlo simulations.
Although this part has not been worked on during this thesis, it is important to be aware
of the assumptions and solutions that have been used in some of the experiments.
2.5 polarized light imaging of biological tissues
Polarimetry has a long and successful history in various forms of clear media. Driven by
their biomedical potential, the use of the polarimetric approaches for biological tissue as-
sessment has also recently received considerable attention. Specifically, polarization can be
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used as an effective tool to discriminate against multiply scattered light (acting as a gating
mechanism) in order to enhance contrast and to improve tissue imaging resolution. More-
over, the intrinsic tissue polarimetry characteristics contain a wealth of morphological and
functional information of potential biomedical importance. However, in a complex random
medium-like tissue, numerous complexities due to multiple scattering and simultaneous
occurrences of many scattering and polarization events present formidable challenges both
in terms of accurate measurements and in terms of analysis of the tissue polarimetry sig-
nal. In order to realize the potential of the polarimetric approaches for tissue imaging and
characterization/diagnosis, numerous work is being done to find innovative solutions to
these challenges.
Some inroads in biomedical polarimetry have been made in the context of optical imag-
ing, specifically using polarization gating to separate out and potentially remove the mul-
tiply scattered (depolarized) component of the light beam to either observe the glare from
the air/skin surface and surface details (or to suppress it for a better view the deeper sub-
surface tissue structures) [Jacques et al., 2000; Morgan and Stockford, 2003]. A widely used
technique is the detection via the cross-linear imaging channel to get rid of the mirror re-
flections, for tissues examination, which was suggested by Anderson [1991]. Jacques et al.
[2002] modified this scheme further for high resolution imaging of the texture of the super-
ficial (sub-surface) skin structures, whose measurements were sensitive to depths greater
than 300 microns. In this approach, the glare from the air/glass/skin interfaces was re-
moved through optical coupling (using index matching liquid) of a glass plate in contact
with the skin and by off-normal illumination. A simple system was developed and used
in clinics to image skin cancer where the tissue is illuminated with linearly polarized light,
and two images are acquired in parallel and orthogonal polarization channels [Ramella-
Roman et al., 2004]. The multiply scattered photons were filtered out by extracting the
polarization preserving component of the scattered light employing either the polariza-
tion difference scheme (also called Linear Polarization Difference Imaging (LPDI)),
LPDI = I‖ − I⊥ (2.21)
or the DOP scheme;
DOP =
I‖ − I⊥
I‖ + I⊥
(2.22)
where LPDI and DOP are the polarization component containing images, I‖ is the image in
parallel polarization channel and I⊥ is the image in orthogonal polarization channel. An
illustration of the kind of images obtained with a DOP image is shown in Figure 2.9. It
is evident from Panel (d) that DOP image is very different from the other channels and
emphasizes the scattering of incident polarized light by the superficially located burn scar.
DOP imaging has some advantages over LPDI; as DOP imaging is relatively insensitive
to spatial variation of illuminating light and variations in pigmentation. This can be ex-
plained as the DOP image is formed by the ratio of the numerator (primarily comprised
of superficial sub-surface reflectance) and the denominator (representative of total sub-
surface reflectance). Linear polarization gating was made popular by Schmitt et al. [1992],
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Figure 2.9: Images of skin burn scar illustrated in Jacques et al. [2002] with (a) Linearly
polarized parallel image intensity (I‖) image (denoted as ’Par’), (b) Linearly polarized
orthogonal image intensity (I⊥) image (denoted as ’Per’), (c) I‖ + I⊥ image (denoted as
’Par + Per’), and, (d) DegreeofPolarization(DOP) image (denoted as ’Pol’ in this figure).
Demos and Alfano [1997] and Demos et al. [2000], but is still limited to the surface exami-
nation of tissues.
Morgan and Stockford [2003] developed another elegant polarization scheme for elim-
inating surface reflection in backscattering imaging of superficial tissue layers, obviating
the use of index optically flat plates (and index matching fluid) and angled illumination
(thus enabling co-axial detection). It was shown that a suitable combination of co- and
cross-polarized images acquired using linear and circular polarization illumination can
be used to simultaneously filter out both the multiply scattered light and the surface
reflection. Demos and Alfano [1997] and Demos et al. [2000] developed a methodology
based on both spectral and polarization discrimination of backscattered photons for deep
sub-surface imaging of tissue. This approach, known as spectral polarization difference
imaging, exploits the difference in light penetration of different wavelengths in combina-
tion with polarization filtering for selectively imaging different tissue depths. Polarization
imaging was also used to perform spectroscopy as shown by Backman et al. [1999] and
Bartlett and Jiang [2002] to extract surface features. Another approach that was demon-
strated recently [Georges et al., 2007], was the application of a new principle of selective
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cancellation of scattering, by the control of properties of polarization. By cleverly adjust-
ing the angles between a polarizer (to linearly polarize the incident beam), and an optical
retarder (quarter-wave plate), it is possible to obtain a) the cancellation of the volume scat-
tering for better surface visualisation; b) the cancellation of surface scattering to visualize
the scattering volume.
Intrinsic polarimetry exploits morphological, biochemical, and functional information
that can be used for non-invasive and quantitative tissue diagnosis [N. Ghosh and Vitkin,
2010], [M. F. G.Wood and Vitkin, 2010] and [McNichols and Coté, 2000]. Measuring the
polarization maintaining signal is very important for either of these applications, accu-
rate measurement of the polarization retaining signal is extremely important and many
of the traditional polarimetry systems are not suitable for biological tissue examination,
i. e. to study thick tissues that undergo multiple scattering. This multiple-scattering leads
to depolarization of light, creating a large depolarized source of noise that hinders the
detection of the information-carrying polarization signal (which is usually very small). To
overcome these problems, methods that measure Stokes vector of the light (Stokes vector
polarimeter) and/or the Mueller matrix of the sample (Mueller matrix polarimeter) can be
used. Further, the linear polarization gating technique has advanced with the development
of Mueller imaging systems which provides the most complete spatial polarimetric char-
acterization of biological tissues (see Section 2.3.2) [Falconet et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2005].
This Mueller matrix can be interpreted in terms of depolarization, retardance (amount and
orientation) and polarizance which translate to tissue properties. Other important biomed-
ical applications include: diagnosis of skin lesions [Jacques, 1999; Kapsokalyvas et al., 2013;
Stockford and Morgan, 2005], colon [Antonelli et al., 2010; Pierangelo et al., 2011], uterine
cervix [Anastasiadou et al., 2008; Pierangelo et al., 2013; Shukla and Pradhan, 2009]. In
addition to the classical intensity image, the Mueller matrix contains information on bire-
fringent, dichroic, or depolarization properties of the tissue, In particular cases when there
is a priori knowledge regarding the tissue investigated (i. e. targeted composition or ex-
pected structure, degree of alignment, etc.), measurement of subsets of the Mueller-matrix
elements could provide useful information. Various techniques based on Mueller-matrices,
such as orthogonal polarization or differential polarization have been used successfully
for differentiating between normal and diseased tissue. However, the design of high end
polarimetric fibers (internal end fiber) for Mueller imaging systems still remains a techni-
cal challenge. There is also very less depth information about the tissue sample with this
technique. The quest for a technique capable of being sensitive to depth information as
well as deterring the consequences of polarization in tissues (like depolarization, multiple
scattering etc.) has become significant.
The underlying principle for polarization gating as a depth selective technique is based
on the fact that (see Section 2.2) – the photons which are scattered (or re-emitted) from
deeper tissue layers undergo multiple scattering events and are depolarized to a larger
extent. Polarization gating thus effectively selects photons which have not travelled be-
yond a few scattering mean free paths (1 MFP ∼ 100µm in tissue). For examining tissues
deeper than in linear polarization gating methods, Morgan and Stockford [2003] intro-
duced the use of circular polarization and demonstrated that subtraction of images taken
in co-circular illumination/detection configuration and cross-linear illumination/detection
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allowed for the extraction of weakly scattered light and the elimination of specular re-
flected photons. Due to the effect of ’polarization memory’ [MacKintosh et al., 1989; Morgan
and Ridgway, 2000], the depth probed by the circular polarization is larger than that with
linear polarization. In this context, we introduce the use of elliptical polarization to access
volumes that are probed intermediate to linear and circular polarization. This technique
can probe tissues deeper than linear polarization, and is the basis of why we choose to
explore the behaviour of circular and elliptical polarization with respect to the penetration
depth in this thesis.
The propagation of light in a scattering medium is accompanied by a loss of polarization
due to multiple interactions between the electromagnetic field and scatterers, resulting in
changes of amplitude and direction of the field [Bicout and Brosseau, 1992; Bicout et al.,
1994; MacKintosh et al., 1989; Tuchin, 2000; Yoo and Alfano, 1989]. The use of polarizing
filters allows, up to a point, selecting photons for which polarization state is maintained:
this is the basis of the polarization gating imaging methods. It is understood that beyond a
certain optical thickness, depending on the number of scattering events, anisotropy factor,
and also absorption, photons will completely lose memory of their initial polarization - as
was demonstrated by MacKintosh et al. [1989]. This effect describes how the original po-
larization is maintained during a number of scattering events for a given polarization and
showed that the polarization of circularly polarized light is indeed maintained through a
larger number of scattering events than that of linearly polarized light. It is shown that
this effect depends mainly on the size the scattering particle, i. e. the Anisotropy factor (g).
Since biological tissues are Mie scatterers [Tuchin, 2000], this filtration with circularly po-
larized light can indeed be achieved in tissues, allowing a deeper screening than linearly
polarized light. If the particles are very small (Rayleigh scattering), the opposite occurs,
due to the numerous changes of helicity of circular polarization with multiple reflections.
This concept has been used in various areas of research to locate or analyse specific regions
in samples. Schmitt et al. [1992] used these advantages in transmission image acquisition
geometry, using a point-illumination system, in which only the circularly polarized light
is detected. Morgan and Ridgway [2000] conducted these experiments on circular polar-
ization maintaining photons in reflection geometry, which is more suitable for screening
biological tissue in vivo. They also demonstrated that, with linear polarization, a maximum
DOP is measured when the optical thickness is minimal – which meant an increase in scat-
tering results in a decrease of DOP. However, for circular polarization, a maximum DOP is
obtained beyond the minimum optical thickness, thus showing that a detection based on
circular polarization selection will probe a sub-surface region from the surface itself. To
probe further in examining the behaviour of different polarization states and to confirm the
reasoning behind the "polarization memory" effect presented by MacKintosh et al. [1989],
Hielscher et al. [1997]; Rakovic et al. [1999] and Wang and Wang [2002] analysed the 2D
spatial distribution of backscattered light and verified the effect of size of the scatterers on
the polarization of the backscattered light.
After a thorough consideration of all the important polarization gating techniques for
biological tissues, we can conclude they did not provide satisfactory depth resolution of
tissue at the mesoscopic scale (sub-surface areas). In general, two types of polarization gat-
ing techniques have been developed so far – a) Localisation and characterisation of optical
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properties; b) Imaging of superficial/surface tissues. Among these techniques, the works
of Morgan and Stockford [2003] seems particularly interesting as it eliminates both, the
specular reflection of the sample without special preparation (as in [Jacques et al., 2002,
2000]) and also the multiple-scattered photons. And thus we have adopted Morgan and
Stockford [2003]’s techniques and in addition, we introduce the novel idea that it is possi-
ble to select the probed depth as a function of the polarization ellipticity. Thus allowing
screening the tissue at any specific depth ranging between the surface and a maximum
depth defined by the maximum penetration depth of the circularly polarized photons.
2.6 previous results and conclusions
This thesis is based on some concepts and results previously published by research group
DiMABio, in Institut Fresnel, Marseille [Da Silva et al., 2012; Rehn, 2012; Rehn et al., 2013].
For the purpose of studying elliptically polarized light transport in biological tissues,
a substantial reference Monte Carlo code was adapted. In the study, a quaternion Monte
Carlo code developed by Ramella-Roman et al. [2005] was modified to account for Fresnel
reflections at the surface. The Monte Carlo study verified that using different polarization
ellipticities allowed probing at different depths. The code was implemented for a range of
optical properties (µs = 10 to 200cm−1, µa = 0.5 to 5cm−1 and g = 0.05 to 0.95) (mostly
Mie scattering regime and also approaching Rayleigh scattering regime) in a semi-infinite
medium (with refractive index,n = 1.4) to obtain depth information and was found to
be reliable with a limited calculation time. It is to be noted that for illumination, a point
source was assumed. An example of optical imaging system for producing different po-
larization illuminations and measuring backscattered intensity from biological tissues is
illustrated in Figure 2.10.
The calculated depth sensitivity in biological tissues, totally depends on the optical
properties and the ellipticity of the polarization illumination used. The Mean Visitation
Depth (MVD) which is a measure of the volume probed by the detected backscattered
photons [Tseng et al., 2009] and has all the depth information and its measurement was
significant. This method provided a link between the measured backscattered intensity
and probed depth with the introduction of two quantities: Zc, which is a probed depth-
descriptor (in terms of MVD) and Rc, which denotes the radial extension of the backscat-
tered signal. It was found that these two quantities were correlated linearly no matter the
polarization channel used and could be summarized mathematically as,
Zc ≈ Rc
3
+ (3[µa + (1− g)µs])
−1 (2.23)
By analyzing the morphology of the backscattered polarized signals, it is possible to
retrieve the optical properties and hence it is also possible to estimate the Transport Mean
Free Path (MFP’) for the sample. Figure. 2.11 summarizes the Mean Visitation Depth (MVD)
for different ellipticities that was calculated by Rehn et al. [2013] to illustrate that po-
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Figure 2.10: Optical imaging system with linear polarizers (P) and quarter-wave plates
(QW). (a) Generation of the elliptically polarized light in the illumination path. (b) Anal-
ysis of elliptically polarized light in the detection path. The polarization ellipse of the
illumination and the detection can be described by the rotation angles α and α ′ of the
horizontal axis of the linear polarizer and the rotation angle β and β ′ of the fast axis of
the quarter-wave plate. The ellipticities  and  ′ are defined by  = β−α and  ′ = β ′−α ′.
Copolarization detection is obtained for α = α ′, β = β ′ and  =  ′.[Rehn et al., 2013]
larization maintaining channels will probe volumes larger as the polarization ellipticity
increases.
Figure 2.11: Probed depth or Mean Visitation Depth (MVD) as a function of the polarization
ellipticity as calculated by Rehn et al. [2013]. The data represents a range of values of
probed depth that was calculated and depends on the optical property in question.
The depths are denoted not by single values, but by a range that depends solely on the
anisotropy factor and regime of scattering that is in question. In conclusion, it was demon-
strated that there is a relationship between the depth probed and the radial extension of
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detected back-scattered intensity. Although this was already studied for linear polarization
[Liu et al., 2005], this method validates the relationship for all types of incident polariza-
tion. Moreover, it was also shown that the depth descriptor, ZC varied as a function of
ellipticity. This forms a stepping stone to analyze the inverse problem of localizing struc-
tures in biological tissues.

3
P O L A R I Z AT I O N G AT I N G I M A G I N G
U S I N G E L L I P T I C A L LY P O L A R I Z E D L I G H T
T his chapter describes the use of elliptical polarization gating with incoherent light, ex-perimental set-up and the method developed involving co- and counter-elliptically
polarized light to probe sub-surface volumes. The principle is validated with phantom
experiments on Intra-lipid® and ex vivo tissue. The extent of this method is also substanti-
ated with in vivo experiments on human skin.
3.1 using elliptically polarized light for polarization gating
Elliptical polarization has seldom been used in polarization gating, but has been catching
up especially in the field of optical biopsy [Kunnen et al., 2015]. This form of polarization
gating has two reasonable advantages over linear polarization gating (see Figure 3.1): a)
it undergoes a change in helicity by reflection, which eliminates the specular reflection
through co-elliptical detection; b) Also, elliptically polarized light retains its polarization
state for a larger number of scattering events than that of linearly polarized light.
We propose to take advantage of using elliptically polarized light as it allows for more
selective probing in terms of depth instead of using the conventional linearly polarized
illumination. Co-elliptical measurements allow access to deeper sub-surface volumes than
co-linear measurements, where the depth of probing is controlled by the ellipticity of in-
cident polarization. Counter-elliptical measurements attenuate the sub-surface signal and,
hence, enhance the signal coming from deeper volumes, provided that mirror reflections
are filtered. We propose a new protocol of polarization gating data-acquisition that com-
bines co-elliptical and counter-elliptical measurements. For the purpose of illustrating dif-
ferent modes of application, series of in vivo measurements were performed on volunteers’
skin abnormalities. Here the main focus is on removing background information, access-
ing sub-surface information and to illustrate the selective probing in depth.
Figure 3.1 describes the types of photons acquired when polarized light is illuminated
linearly or elliptically. Based on previous works [Da Silva et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2013;
Morgan and Ridgway, 2000; Morgan and Stockford, 2003], we adopted the polarization
scheme of illumination/detection, with four different imaging channels as shown in Table
3.1.
Some of the recent studies have demonstrated that circularly polarized light is more de-
polarized in Intra-lipid® [Swami et al., 2013] and tissue samples [Swami et al., 2014] than
linearly polarized light. The depolarization factor or DOP, which is the ratio between the
intensity of detected polarized light to the intensity of illuminated polarized light, has not
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(a)
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Depolarized photons
Surface-reflected
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C1: CO-LINEAR
(b)
Depolarized photons
C2: CROSS-LINEAR
(c)
Polarization maintaining
photons
Depolarized photons
C3: CO-ELLIPTICAL
(d)
Polarization maintaining
photons
Depolarized photons
Surface-reflected
photons
C4: COUNTER-ELLIPTICAL
Helicity-flipped photons
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of channels used in polarization gating (a) Co-linear
channel (C1) (b) Cross-linear channel (C2) (c) Co-elliptical channel (C3) (d) Counter-
elliptical channel (C4)
Table 3.1: Back-scattered Photon characteristics measured in different imaging channels.
Channel Illumination Detection Light characteristics
C1 Linear Linear Surface-reflected (SL) + polarization-
maintaining(PL) + multiple-scattered
photons (MSL)
C2 Linear Cross-linear Multiple-scattered photons (MSL)
C3 Elliptical Co-elliptical Polarization-maintaining (PE) +
multiple-scattered photons (MSE)
C4 Elliptical Counter-
elliptical
Surface-reflected (SE) + multiple-
scattered photons (MSE)
been considered for our studies and only the signal containing polarization-maintaining
volume is taken into consideration. The raw signal collected through a given polarization
gate, after subtraction of a proper amount of depolarized light, is related to a well defined
probing depth, no matter the amount of polarized signal left.
Polarization gating methods concentrate on subtracting the background from the im-
ages to improve the polarized signal. In practice, a simple subtraction between co-linear
and cross-linear imaging channels, also known as Linear Polarization Difference Imag-
ing (LPDI), allows the separation of the surface contribution from the multiple-scattered
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part (coming from deeper volumes), MSL, resulting in an enhancement of the surface im-
age (SL+PL) (See Figure 3.2a and 3.3 (e)).
C1−C2 = PL + SL (3.1)
(a)
Polarization maintaining
photons
Surface-reflected
photons
C1 - C2
(b)
Polarization maintaining
photons
C3 - C2
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of polarization gating using (a) Linear Polarization
Difference Imaging (LPDI), i. e. C1-C2, and (b) Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging
(EPDI), i. e. C3-C2.
The resulting image is clearly dominated by the surface reflection, which provides no
information about the underlying tissue and distorts conventional polarization images.
However, linear polarization gating alone does not allow simultaneous filtering of mirror
reflections and multiple-scattered light. To overcome this problem the use of circularly/el-
liptically polarized light was adopted [Morgan and Ridgway, 2000; Morgan and Stockford,
2003], wherein the cross-linear fraction was subtracted from the co-elliptical images, to ac-
cess sub-surface volumes (with the assumption that the subtraction nullifies the multiple-
scattered photons from both channels and gives only elliptical polarization-maintaining
photons, PE [Jacques et al., 2002]) (See Figure 3.2b and 3.3 (f)).
C3−C2 = PE (when SL = SE) (3.2)
Channel 2 (Figure 3.3 (b)) and Channel 3 (Figure 3.3 (c)) contain no significant surface re-
flection, and the difference in intensity between them can be attributed to weakly scattered,
circularly/elliptically polarized light. This method, also known as Circular/Elliptical Po-
larization Difference Imaging (EPDI), however, removes an amount of linearly multiple-
scattered photons much greater than elliptically multiple-scattered photons. This over-
subtraction leads to the loss of some valuable information at the sub-superficial layers.
To overcome this problem and to account for the fact that the multiple-scattered photons
arising from linear polarization gating and circular polarization gating are different from
each other in fraction, we have devised a new method (referred to as ’Multi-Polarization
Difference Imaging (MPDI)’ in this manuscript) to nullify and eliminate the background by
subtraction. To obtain the polarization-maintaining photons from the elliptical channels,
a subtraction between the elliptical channels is performed, to eliminate the elliptically
multiple-scattered photons.
C3−C4 = PE − SE (3.3)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.3: Image of a lentigo of a patient as shown by Morgan and Stockford [2003] in
(a) Co-linear (C1) (b) Cross-linear (C2) (c) Co-circular (C3 at 45◦) (d) Counter-circular (C4
at 45◦) (e) Linear polarization subtraction, C1-C2 and (f) Circular polarization subtraction,
C3-C2.
After this subtraction, a mixture of backscattered elliptical polarization-maintaining pho-
tons and elliptical surface-reflected photons is obtained. To preserve only the polarization-
maintaining photons, we can combine the residuals of linear polarization gating (Eqn. 3.1),
and that of elliptical channels, (Eqn. 3.3). This gives us a mixture of the surface reflected
and polarization-maintaining photons from linear and elliptical polarizations.
(C3−C4) + (C1−C2) = PE − SE + PL + SL (3.4)
At non-normal incidence, the quantity of surface-reflected photons from linear and ellipti-
cal polarizations are different from each other, with a larger contribution from the former
(which can be measured theoretically and experimentally). This can be verified by the
fact that as we go from co-linear channel to counter-elliptical channels, we are not only
increasing the angle of elliptical polarization, but also changing the amount of reflected
light projected in the plane of incidence (Parallel or P-polarized) to that perpendicular to
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the plane of incidence (Perpendicular or S-polarized). This change in the specular portion
of the elliptical channels can be normalized to that of the linear channel by a factor, α,
such that SE=α SL. This α value is calculated as the ratio of surface-reflected components
of counter-elliptical to co-linear images, and it is computed experimentally on an ROI con-
taining mostly the identified specular-reflection spot.
α =
SE
SL
(3.5)
Therefore, to eliminate these specular portions from the images, we can reduce the equa-
tion as,
(C3−C4) +α(C1−C2) = PE +αPL (3.6)
This method allows us to obtain only the polarization-maintaining photons with the elim-
ination of background in terms of specular and multiple-scattered photons. The two men-
tioned subtraction methods, EPDI and MPDI are compared and illustrated with experiments
on different types of samples in Chapter 4.
3.2 experimental set-up
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up with incoherent light where, W: white
light source, BP: band-pass filters, PSG: polarization state generator composed of a linear
polarizer (LP) and quarter-wave plate (QWP), θ: angle of incidence, PSA: polarization state
analyzer composed of a quarter-wave plate and analyzer, L: magnification lens, C: CMOS
camera with objective and MRP: motorized rotation plate, (b) Image of the experimental
set-up.
The experimental set-up (Figure 3.4 (a) and (b)) composes of a 250W halogen light lamp
(KL 2500 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), Schott AG, Germany) for illumination. The incident
light with maximum illumination possible, is first wavelength-filtered with band-pass fil-
ters (532, 570, 633 or 670nm with bandwidth 10±2nm, Thorlabs®, Germany) and is then
passed through a Polarization State Generator (PSG) composed of a linear polarizer (1",
dichroic, extinction ratio 10000:1, LPVISB100, Thorlabs®, Germany) and a quarter-wave
plate (1", achromatic zero-order wave plate for wavelength range 500-700nm with a pi/2
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dephasing at 633nm, SPD - Samoylov A.V., Ukraine), to produce elliptically polarized light.
The linear polarizer polarizes the incident beam in the required axis (with reference to the
plane of incidence) and the quarter-wave plate is then tuned to switch the polarized beam
into different types of polarization (linear, elliptical or circular). The desired polarization
is chosen and the beam is then incident on the sample.
In the detection path, the reflected beam passes through a Polarization State Analyzer
(PSA) composed of a quarter-wave plate (2", achromatic zero-order wave plate for wave-
length range 500-700nm with a pi/2 dephasing at 633nm, SPD - Samoylov A.V., Ukraine)
and an analyzer (1", dichroic, extinction ratio 10000:1, LPVISB100, Thorlabs®, Germany),
to return the state of polarization. The fast axis of the quarter-wave plate is adjusted to tune
the backscattered beam’s polarization to linear state. The relative rotation angle between
polarizers and quarter-wave plates is tuned such as to obtain the desired polarization
modes for illumination and detection (Figure 3.5 and Table. 3.1).
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Figure 3.5: Ellipses of polarization and schematic of generating ellipses when tuning the
polarizers with the quarter-wave plates kept constant where, ϕ is the angle of elliptical
polarization.
The reflected beam then passes through a magnification lens (AC508-400 A-ML, Thor-
labs®, Germany) whose focal length was chosen based on the desired magnification. The
backscattered beam is detected by a 16-bit CMOS camera (Orca Flash 4.0, Hamamatsu Pho-
tonics, Japan) with an objective (7000E, Laser Components SAS, France). For spectroscopy
and speckle studies the calibration and experimental conditions are described in Sections
5.4 and 6.3 respectively.
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3.2.1 Automation
The precise tuning of the PSG and PSA to produce different polarization states/channels
is a very meticulous and sensitive process that needs automation and leads to production
of erroneous polarization states or artefacts if done otherwise. For this purpose, we used
two motorized rotation stages (1", 360°rotation range, 0.6° rotation in full step, 36rpm,
8MRU-1 and 2", 360°rotation range, 0.01° rotation in full step, 8rpm,8MR190-2-28, from
Standa, Lithuania) which run on a two-axis stepper and DC motor controller (12− 36V ,
8SMC4-USB-B9-2, Standa, Lithuania). The motorized stages were controlled using the soft-
ware XILab to have maximum speed and precision in moving the optical components. The
linear polarizers in the illumination (1") and detection (2") path were rotated/tuned using
the motorized stages and is also indicated in Figure 3.4a. Image acquisition was done with
camera software HCImageLive (provided by Hamamatsu for CMOS camera ORCA Flash
4.0) with the possibility of esposure times from 1.1− 10ms.
3.2.2 Calibration
The axes of all the components were determined under transmission geometry using ex-
tinction measurements and can be seen in Figure 3.6 and are also listed in Table 3.2. To
get vertical linear polarization, the components were adjusted to the following angles:
Polarizer-illumination 120° , Polarizer-detection 190° , QWP-illumination 160° and QWP-
detection 105° . To switch to cross-linear mode, the Polarizer-detection would be tuned
to 280°, keeping the other optical components at their previous angles. For producing the
co-elliptical channel, e. g. with an ellipticity of +10°, the angles are tuned as: Polarizer-
illumination 130° , Polarizer-detection 200° , QWP-illumination 160° and QWP-detection
105° . And similarly for the counter-elliptical configuration, the Polarizer-detection would
be tuned to 290°(co-elliptical +90°. Similarly, to produce co-elliptical modes at different el-
lipticities, we can tune the Polarizer-illumination and Polarizer-detection +ϕ (or +90+ϕ
for counter-elliptical mode) from the co-linear mode.
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Figure 3.6: Extinction curves of polarization optics in transmission geometry (a) Polarizers
(b) Quarter-wave plates. Panels (a) and (b) contain curves of two optical components each,
one for the source path and the other for the detection path respectively.
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Table 3.2: Transmission axes of optical components: polarizers and quarter-wave plates
a : polarizers
Polarizer - Illumination Polarizer - Detection
Minima [°] 30 210 100 280
Maxima [°] 120 300 190 10
b : quarter-wave plates (QWP)
QWP - Illumination QWP - Detection
Minima [°] 70 - S ? 160 - F 250 - S 340 - F 15 - S 105 - F 195 -S 285 - F
Maxima [°] 115 205 295 25 60 150 240 330
The axes of the components were then adjusted under reflectance geometry and experi-
ments were conducted with Intra-lipid® samples for generation of different ellipses. The
axis of each component was adjusted to get perfect extinction of the signal detected, and
it was observed that the individual axes of each component needed a slight adjustment
of ±2°. The extinction curve of all the optics aligned in reflection geometry, with just the
analyzer moving is demonstrated in Figure 3.7. The maxima of the curves indicate linear
polarization and corresponds to the Co-linear channel (C1) while the minima of the curves
indicate cross-linear polarization and corresponds to the Cross-linear channel (C2).
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Figure 3.7: Extinction curve of all polarization optics in reflection geometry (as seen in the
set-up, Figure 3.4) with Intra-lipid® as a sample.
We use the polarizer/quarter-wave plate couple in the illumination path to generate dif-
ferent elliptically polarized illumination, by adjusting the angle, ϕ, between the fast-axis of
the quarter-wave plate and the linear polarizers’ axis. We then use another polarizer/quarter-
wave plate couple for detection and the ellipticity ’ϕ’ in the detection path is set to corre-
? Fast and Slow Axes
S and F - denote the slow and fast axes of a Quarter-wave plate respectively.
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spond to the same as in the illumination path. So for each measurement, we need to tune
the two polarizer/quarter-wave plate couples to obtain our desired state of polarization
for illumination and detection.
Two different modes of tuning the polarizer/quarter-wave plate couple can be employed:
a) tuning just the polarizers with the quarter-wave plates kept constant and, b) tuning the
polarizers and quarter-wave plates. The shape and orientation of the ellipses totally de-
pend on the position of the quarter-wave plate. In this manuscript, all the experiments de-
scribed have been performed using the first method, where only the polarizers are tuned
and the quarter-wave plates are kept unchanged and can be seen as described in Figure
3.5. An illustration of behaviour of ellipses when both polarizers and quarter-wave plates
are tuned is represented in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Ellipses of polarization and schematic of generating ellipses when tuning the
polarizers and quarter-wave plates where, ϕ is the angle of ellipticity and β is the angle
for tuning the QWPs.
In this case, the shape of ellipse and also the orientation of the central axis of the ellipse
changes with change in ellipticity. For a given ellipticity of +ϕ, the Polarizer-illmination is
fixed at it linear axis, the QWPs on either paths are tuned to an angle β with the same mag-
nitude as ϕ, but vary in handedness of ellipticity (positive or negative) and the Polarizer-
detection is tuned to +2ϕ for detecting the required elliptical mode (co or counter). For
the co- and cross-linear modes, the QWPs remain at their fast axes and only the Polarizer-
detector is kept at +90° from its vertical axis. This case of tuning the polarizer/QWP com-
bination is quite interesting as it may prove as an alternative and different illumination
technique which can selectively polarize/highlight different structures or surfaces. With
these two modes discussed, it is evident that the intensity and behaviour of signal is
very different depending on the shape of the ellipse for the two modes of tuning the
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polarizer/quarter-wave plate couple.
3.3 samples : materials and phantom preparation
Different types of samples were used for calibration and validation of measurements made
in the course of this thesis. All the experiments were conducted in compliance with the
directions of the Local Ethics Committee. All procedures were in agreement with National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Guidelines.
3.3.1 Liquid Phantom: Intra-lipid®
The liquid phantom was composed of an aqueous Intra-lipid® (20% Stock solution, Sigma-
Aldrich, France) diluted to adequate concentrations. The concentration of Intra-lipid® was
adapted to match the optical properties of biological tissues, but with a scaling in size
of the sample for macroscopic measurement of depth. The optical properties of Intra-
lipid® 1% (see Figure 3.9a) was determined as described in Section 3.4: the absorption
coefficient (µa) was considered negligible and a µ ′s value of µ ′s(1%) = 10.3 ± 0.5cm−1
was estimated. According to the accuracy of our optical (magnification) and mechani-
cal components, a 0.1% diluted solution was used, corresponding to µ ′s(0.1%) = 0.95±
0.05cm−1, allowing depth measurements at a millimetric scale. The anisotropy factor of
Intra-lipid® was estimated to a value of g = 0.73 [van Staveren et al., 1991] leading to a
reduced scattering mean free path MFP’ = (1− g)/µ ′s ∼ 2.8mm (that is approximately 10
times longer than in biological tissues).
3.3.2 Solid Phantoms
In order to validate theoretical models and to test experimental systems, it is desirable
to have solid/solid-liquid tissue simulating phantoms, with known optical characteristics.
Thus, there is a need for the fabrication of 3D phantoms that mimic rodent skull, brain
tissue and blood vessels in different layers. Two types of solid phantoms were tested based
on previous works[Cheng, 2012; Cubeddu et al., 1997]:
1. Agar/Titanium di-oxide (TiO2) solid phantom
The required amount of distilled water is measured and added to a flask and heated
for 2 minutes on a magnetic heater/stirrer. Agar (conc. 2%) and TiO2 (conc. 0.1%) are
added to the flask and the solution is heated. When it reaches the boiling point of
Agar (91° C), the flask is placed in a vacuum chamber for two cycles (each cycle refers
to the rising of bubbles and lasts for approx. 2 minutes) to eliminate the bubbles. The
solution is then poured into the required container and placed in the freezer for 2-3
minutes for allowing for the setting of the solid. The phantom is stored in 4° C.
2. Agar/Intra-lipid® solid phantom
The required amount of distilled water and Agar (conc. 1%) is measured and added to
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a flask and uniformly mixed using a magnetic stirrer. The solution is then heated using
a microwave to 91° C. The solution now becomes clear, and is then cooled to 60° C with
continuous stirring. At 60° C, the measured amount of Intra-lipid® (conc. 1%) is added
and the solution is cooled to 40° C. The solution is then transferred to the required
container and cooled rapidly in a cold-water bath to allow for the setting of the solid.
The phantom is stored in 4° C. An example phantom of 1% Agar- 0.1% Intra-lipid®is
represented in Figure 3.9b.
3.3.3 Ex vivo sample - Neck of chicken
To check for biological tissue feasibility, a piece of chicken neck (bought from the super-
market, used as a biological phantom) pinned to a sample holder was used (see Figure
3.9c). The neck in particular was chosen due to the prominence of a blood vessel in the
region. The superficial tissue was sufficiently hydrated with glycerine to track the mirror
reflections.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.9: Example photos of samples. (a) Liquid phantom: 1% Intra-lipid®, (b) Solid
phantom: 1% Agar- 0.1% Intra-lipid®, and, (c) Ex vivo sample: neck of a chicken.
3.3.4 In vivo samples
1. Human skin
Different skin abnormalities (mole/nevus, burn scar etc.) of volunteers were illuminated
under the given experimental conditions. A glass cover-slip was placed on the skin to
track the specular reflections at the surface. The exposure dose was much below the
maximum permissible exposure values in the visible wavelength range (∼0.065W/cm−2)
(Laser Institute of America 2000) and an informed consent was obtained from all sub-
jects. A sample image of a burn scar of a volunteer is represented in Figure 3.10a.
2. Exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat
The second type of in vivo sample was the exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat (see
Figure 3.10b). An adult, female Longevans rat was first anaesthetised intra-peritoneally
with 5% Isofluorane followed by Urethane (130mg/100g body weight) and then placed
in a stereotaxic frame for mechanical stability during craniotomy and measurements.
Body temperature was monitored, and maintained between 36°- 38° C with the use
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of a heated-blanket. A craniotomy was performed creating a cranial window of ca.
5mmx5mm above the barrel cortex. To prevent the cortex from drying, a chamber of
dental cement was created around the entire cranial opening and was filled with agarose
in saline (2%). To provide a flat optical interface, the chamber was sealed with a micro-
scope cover-slip. In compliance with directions of the Local Ethics Committee, we kept
the number of animals used for this study as small as possible. All procedures were in
agreement with NIH Guidelines.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Example photos of in vivo samples. (a) Human skin: Burn scar of a volunteer,
and, (b) Exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat.
3.4 measurement of optical properties
The optical properties of the phantoms were measured using the integral reflectance
method described in the works of Farrell and Patterson [1992] and Gobin et al. [1999].
The method involves processing the back-scattered image acquired from a detector by in-
tegrating to decrease sensitivity to noise. The resulting curve, the integral reflectance is
then fitted with a relaxation model to evaluate the optical properties, Absorption coeffi-
cient (µa) and Reduced scattering coefficient (µ ′s). This method allows for a non-contact,
non-invasive, low cost and time-efficient quantitative measurement of optical properties
of biological tissues.
3.5 image processing
Images were acquired using HCImageLive Software (provided by Hamamatsu for CMOS
camera ORCA Flash 4.0). Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR) was calculated as the ratio of desired
signal intensity to the background intensity [SNR = 10 log(IS/IN)]. A sequence of twenty
images were taken with an adapted exposure time per measurement in order to preserve
a high SNR (∼ 35dB) for each measurement. The noise was reduced by averaging these
images. An image registration, which corrected translational and rigid body movements
in the images (described in Section 3.5.1), was developed and applied on the images using
some basic functions in MATLAB R2015a. After correcting for movement, the images were
averaged to a single mean-image. These mean-images were then subtracted based on one
of the methods described in Section 3.1.
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3.5.1 Image registration for motion artefacts
In the process of in vivo image acquisition, there is always a high probability of having
motion artefacts in between the acquisition of each image. This could be mainly due to
involuntary manual movements of the subject, vibrations from the machinery/environ-
ment or simply due to breathing from the subject. The method of polarization gating that
we are focussing on is based on pixel-by-pixel subtraction (Polarization Difference Imag-
ing (PDI) described in Section 3.1) and hence it is imperative to have the images taken at
different channels to be movement registered with each other. Each relative movement (of
the order of tens of pixels) of an image will degrade the resulting image which is either
added and/or subtracted from another image, thus leading to a loss of original informa-
tion. In MPDI method, it is required to perform image subtraction and addition of images
from 4 different channels, and makes the movement registration a challenge.
To illustrate the kind and magnitude of movement artefacts that occur within our ex-
perimental set-up, two random channel images taken from a mole on the dorsal side of
a volunteer’s hand are shown in Figure 3.11. The chosen reference image, which is nor-
mally referred to as the ’fixed’ image is fused to the ’moving’ image using built-in MATLAB
functions as seen in Figure 3.11. Samples are always marked before image acquisition with
fiducials, or reference points that help in the alignment of the moved images. Determining
the correct geometric transformation parametersis the key to achieving good image reg-
istration. The extent of the movement is represented by the shading of different colours,
magenta and green representing each individual image. Normally, the movement is of the
order of 1-10 pixels depending on the type of samples used: liquid, solid, ex vivo or in
vivo. It is thus imperative to find an efficient, fast and reliable tool to register the images
in real-time to achieve perfect image subtraction using PDI, especially for in vivo samples.
Figure 3.11: Superposed montage of two images (of a mole on dorsal side of a volunteer’s
hand) affected by movement artefacts. There is a glass coverplate with a marked fiducial
(on the top-right and bottom-left corners respectively) and a ruler placed in the FOV of
the image to serve as fiducials. The overlapping of images is performed with MATLAB
2015a in-built function imshowpair in the ’joint’ mode. The colours magenta and green are
markers of the two individual images that show extent of the motion artefact. Image size,
800x800 pixels.
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Image registration techniques are broadly divided into two classes based on either
intensity/grey-level matching or matching of local geometrical patterns. Basic information
on image registration techniques can be found in literature from Gozalez and Woods [2002]
and Henderson et al. [1985]. In this thesis, we have used the former method, intensity-
based image registration, which uses an iterative process to maximize the mutual infor-
mation and/or minimize the Mean-Square Error (MSE) [Pluim et al., 2000]. This approach
maps certain pixels in each image to the same location based on relative intensity pat-
terns and is best suited for work-flows that involve a large collection of images. The Image
Processing Toolbox from MATLAB 2015a has built-in functions (imregister, imregtform etc.)
that help perform automatic, intensity-based image registration. In this thesis, we have
used the function imregister, which involves the definition of three different parameters:
metric, optimizer and transformation-type. The metric parameter defines the similarity
between the specified images by providing a scalar value, or the ’initial transformation
matrix’. It has the possibility of using the registration.metric.MeanSquares, which uses
an algorithm to calculate MSE or registration.metric.MattesMutualInformation, which
maximizes the number of coincident pixels with the same relative brightness values [Mat-
tes et al., 2001]. The optimizer parameter then defines the method for maximizing or
minimizing the similarity metric. It can be of two types: a regular step-descent approach
that uses constant length steps along the gradient to optimize the similarity metric in the
direction of the extrema (registration.optimizer.RegularStepGradientDescent) or an
evolutionary algorithm that iterates by perturbing or mutating the parameters from pre-
vious iterations to find a set that gives the best image registration [Styner et al., 2000]
(registration.optimizer.OnePlusOneEvolutionary). The transformation-type parame-
ter defines the transformation that has occurred between the images and can be either
rigid or non-rigid. The imregister function gives us the choice of four transformation types:
translation, rigid (includes translation and rotation and is most adapted to our case), simi-
larity and affine.
Figure 3.12 describes the work-flow for registering a set of images to a reference as
performed during this thesis. At first, the ’fixed’ and ’moving’ images are read into the
directory and undergo some pre-registration processing: resizing (to increase resolution),
cropping and/or filtering the ROI. The images are then mounted together (as seen in Fig-
ure 3.11) to see the extent of the movement and to visually inspect the motion artefact
for setting the optimization parameters. Once we have a thorough understanding of the
parameters that we need to best fit our problem, the similarity metric and optimization
methods are predefined using the imreconfig function in the ’multimodal’ regime. With our
image acquisition techniques, the image registration was done using the ’rigid’ transfor-
mation model with bicubic interpolation. Optimal registration was determined by maxi-
mization of mutual information using a ’One plus One’ evolution algorithm. Once all the
parameters were defined and set, the imregister function produces an output transforma-
tion matrix, T which gives the co-ordinates for re-aligning the moved images. In order to
verify the quality of the image registration achieved, there are several concepts and statis-
tical analyses that can be implemented [Pluim et al., 2003].
As an example, the images of a mole with motion artefacts shown in Figure 3.11 have
been movement corrected and displayed in 3.13. It is evident from the figure that the
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Figure 3.12: Flowchart depicting the registration process adopted for reducing the motion
artefacts between two images. Examples of the raw images for fixed and moving images
are shown along with the ROI marked in green.
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colour-shading which represents the extent of movement is minimal and the two images
have overlapped quite harmoniously. The readings on the ruler and the fiducials are clear
without the presence of any blurring. But there is still a slight hint of magenta in the over-
lapping image. This is mainly because each image taken from different channels in our
experiment constitutes a different volume in depth, which denotes that the intensity/grey-
levels of every image will vary depending on the channel, ellipticity and wavelength used.
Thus when we use the intensity-based image registration algorithm, there might be a slight
hint of movement (of the order of 6 1 pixel).
Figure 3.13: Superposed montage of two images (of a mole on dorsal side of a volun-
teer’s hand) corrected from movement artefacts built-in MATLAB image registration func-
tions. There is a glass coverplate with a marked fiducial (on the top-right and bottom-left
corners respectively) and a ruler placed in the FOV of the image to serve as fiducials. The
overlapping of images is performed with MATLAB 2015a in-built function imshowpair in
the ’joint’ mode. The colours magenta and green are markers of the two individual images
that show the extent of the motion artefact. Image size, 800x800 pixels.
Thus, a simple and basic introduction to multi-modal image registration was achieved
using the built-in MATLAB functions. Further work is needed to get an in-depth knowl-
edge of the common practices and the aspects required for multi-modal image registration
which could be applied to more in vivo applications.
3.6 summary
In summary, this chapter dealt with the introduction and characteristics of elliptically po-
larized light and how it can be used in polarization gating to isolate and measure only the
photons that have kept its initial polarization. The details and description of the differences
of different polarization gating methods: Linear Polarization Difference Imaging (LPDI),
Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI) and Multi-Polarization Difference Imag-
ing (MPDI) were outlined. MPDI is also a means of accessing different depths as a function
of ellipticity and triumphs over LPDI which only allows access to surface structures.
In particular, the focus of this thesis is on the MPDI method of background subtraction.
The experimental set-up and calibration conditions were explained for ease of understand-
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ing the practical approach. The generation of ellipses of different intensity and magnitude
was explained in the two approaches of tuning the polarizer/QWP couple. In general, keep-
ing the QWPs constant produces ellipses that are oriented in the same central axis for the
ellipse with changing magnitudes that are ellipticity-sensitive. The alternative approach of
tuning all the components (polarizers and QWPs) results in generation of ellipses that vary
in both magnitude and orientation. This might also be of interest for alternative illumina-
tion techniques to highlight different structures in a biological sample. The experiment has
been automated to quite an extent in terms of tuning the optics (with software-controlled
motorized rotation plates) and image acquisition (with camera software). But there are
some movable parts which need tuning or adjustment before each image acquisition step
and might lead to either movement artefacts or changes in signal intensity. To improve
precision and reduce artefacts, there is still scope for complete automation with more pow-
erful and universal software that controls all the components of the set-up. In brief, the
set-up provides a low-cost, non-contact and flexible imaging system for phantom, ex vivo
and in vivo imaging.

4
E N H A N C E D C O N T R A S T A N D I M P R O V E D
B A C K G R O U N D S U B T R A C T I O N U S I N G
M U LT I - P O L A R I Z AT I O N D I F F E R E N C E
I M A G I N G ( M P D I )
T his chapter illustrates the results of polarization gating that combines co- and counter-elliptical measurements of in vivo samples illuminated to selectively access sub-surface
tissue layers. The results of two polarization gating methods, Elliptical Polarization Differ-
ence Imaging (EPDI) and Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) are compared for
different phantoms, ex vivo and in vivo illuminated at 633nm wavelength (as described
in Section 3.1). In vivo experiments were performed on skin abnormalities of volunteers
and on exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat to illustrate the results of the subtraction
method and access spectral information. This chapter represents a detailed illustration of
the results published in Sridhar and Da Silva [2016a].
4.1 comparing elliptical polarization difference imaging (epdi) & multi-
polarization difference imaging (mpdi)
The different phantoms were examined under the imaging channels described, and the im-
ages were then processed and compared for the two subtraction methods in question. The
relation between image contrast and the state of polarization were examined and analyzed.
4.1.1 Liquid Phantom
Experiments on the Intra-lipid® were conducted to compare the two background subtrac-
tion methods and served as a sample for calibrating the set-up. A plastic ruler was placed
obliquely in a tank containing the diluted Intra-lipid® as shown in Figure 4.1a and imaged
at different ellipticities to observe the signal coming from different depths.
The ’α’ factor for removing specular content was calculated experimentally as follows:
A series of 100 images were taken at channel C1 and channel C4 (which contain the respec-
tive linear and elliptical specularly reflected components). The ROI containing an identified
specular spot was averaged to get a mean value in both C1 and C4. α was then calculated as
the ratio of the mean specular value of elliptical to linear channels. This value was found
to decrease with the increase in the angle of elliptical channel. The value and range of α
depends on the sample used and has to be calculated individually for every experiment.
Figure 4.2 shows that, for Intralipid® 0.1% measurements, α was found in the range 1.01
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Figure 4.1: Results of the Intra-lipid® experiments: a) Ruler placed obliquely in a tank
containing Intra-lipid® solution, b) Elliptical channel image at 45° after Elliptical Polariza-
tion Difference Imaging (EPDI) , c) Elliptical channel image at 45° after Multi-Polarization
Difference Imaging (MPDI). Panels (b) and (c) have a common colorbar represented at the
right edge of the figure. Yellow-dotted line represents the Intra-lipid®-air interface. Each
graduation on the ruler (i.e. 1mm) corresponds to 0.35mm in actual depth. Wavelength,
633nm.
- 0.78, for ellipticities 0° to 90°.
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Figure 4.2: Trend of α factor as a function of ellipticity for 0.1% Intra-lipid® experiments.
The polarization gated images of EPDI and MPDI are represented in Figures 4.3a and 4.4a
respectively. Although visual inspection of EPDI and MPDI does not reveal too much infor-
mation about the contrast and depth resolution of images from different ellipticities, it is
evident that the amount of signal measured from either of the methods is quite different
(seen in Figures 4.3b and 4.4b), with MPDI providing a superior signal intensity. It is thus
imperative to quantify the signal at different parts of the images and w.r.t the ellipticity of
the channel.
As a first step for quantification, the mean intensity of images obtained with EPDI and
MPDI is represented in Figure 4.5. The mean intensity was calculated at smaller ROIs corre-
sponding to the same pixel cordinates of different images and then plotted as a function of
ellipticity. This process was repeated for ROIs all across the FOV and the standard deviation
error for all measurements has also been represented in Figure 4.5. It shows that with MPDI,
there was a higher signal intensity, especially for larger angles of elliptical polarization (a
110 % increase in angles 30° and 40°) in the imaging channels. The signal intensity showed
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Figure 4.3: (a) Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI) images at different ellip-
ticities for 0.1% Intra-lipid®phantom with a ruler (see Figure 4.1a). Panel A-E are the
contrasts for EPDI at 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40° and 45° respectively. They have a common color-
bar represented at the right edge of the figure. Yellow line represents the Intra-lipid®-air
interface. Each graduation on the ruler (i.e. 1mm) corresponds to 0.35mm in actual depth.
Wavelength, 633nm. (b) Vertical cross-plots of EPDI images at different ellipticities. Elliptic-
ities are represented in colours: red (10°), yellow (20°), blue (30°), green (40°) and magenta
(45°) respectively.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) images at different ellipticities
for 0.1% Intra-lipid®phantom with a ruler (see Figure 4.1a). Panel A-E are the contrasts
for MPDI at 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40° and 45° respectively. They have a common colorbar repre-
sented at the right edge of the figure. Yellow line represents the Intra-lipid®-air interface.
Each graduation on the ruler (i.e. 1mm) corresponds to 0.35mm in actual depth. Wave-
length, 633nm. (b) Vertical cross-plots of MPDI images at different ellipticities. Ellipticities
are represented in colours: red (10°), yellow (20°), blue (30°), green (40°) and magenta (45°)
respectively.
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an increase from linear to 40° elliptical polarization reaching a plateau after 40° (close to
circular polarization).
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Figure 4.5: Signal intensity of 0.1% Intra-lipid® when performing (a) Elliptical Polariza-
tion Difference Imaging (EPDI) (squares), (b)Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI)
(circles). Standard deviation bars are also shown. Image exposure time, 1000ms.
Figure 4.6 shows the contrast as a function of depth probed (in mm) for the two subtrac-
tion methods. The contrast was measured using the ratio (IMax-IMin)/(IMax+IMin), where
I represents the mean value of intensity taken over the ROI containing the bars of the ruler.
In terms of depth, EPDI allowed us to have a reasonable contrast up to 13 graduations (i.e.
4.55mm), as against MPDI , which allowed a good contrast up to 20 graduations (i.e. 7mm).
This clearly shows that there is a substantial increase in percentage of signal intensity and
in the reachable depth when background subtraction is achieved using MPDI . This is also
very evident visually when comparing Figure 4.1 (b) and Figure 4.1 (c), where Panel (c)
appears to have a better contrast than Panel (b).
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Figure 4.6: Depth probed with Elliptic Channel at 45° for 0.1% Intra-lipid® when perform-
ing (a) Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI) (squares) (b) Multi-Polarization
Difference Imaging (MPDI) (circles). Standard deviation bars are also shown. Image expo-
sure time, 1000ms.
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This experiment shows that polarized light can be collected up to 7mm in depth which
corresponds to 0.7mm in biological tissues (as there was a scaling in the optical properties
of Intra-lipid® by a factor of 10).
4.1.2 Ex vivo
The ex vivo experiments were conducted on a piece of neck of a chicken (See Figure 4.7)
and illustrated the feasibility of this study in biological tissues. In the ROI projected in
Figure 4.7 (c), there is evidence of a vessel appearing diagonally in the cross-linear im-
age, indicating that the vessel is located at a certain depth from the surface. This vessel
is not visible in the co-linear image (see Figure 4.8) and thus confirms that it lies in the
sub-surface. This is also further substantiated in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 where the vessel is only
seen in the contrasts of elliptic channels at 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 45° and 50° (Panels D-I). The
presence of wrinkles (caused due to the attachment of the tissue with metallic pins) can
also be seen pronounced in Panels E-H. Validating our statements, elliptic channels up
to 45° show the presence of deeper lying structures, whereas smaller angles, i.e. smaller
elliptic channels show superficial structures or structures close to the surface.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.7: Ex vivo sample of neck tissue of a chicken: a) Top view of the sample. b) Cross-
linear image of a part of the neck under study. c) Zoom-out (Cross-linear) of a section
containing a vessel indicated by the red arrow. Images taken in white light. Thickness of
epidermis, ∼0.5-0.8mm (determined by dissection post imaging).
Comparing EPDI and MPDI (Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 respectively), it is evident that MPDI shows
a much better contrast as compared to EPDI with an increase in the contrast signal inten-
sity. It is also interesting to observe the structures in elliptic channels 60° to 90°, as they
look completely different to the structures seen in the cross-linear image. This could be
due to the fact that, after 45° (which corresponds to circularly polarized configuration) the
plane of polarized light shifts by 90° to be in the ’S-polarization’ configuration. This in turn
would only polarize the structures that are perpendicular to the plane of polarized light.
In the EPDI configuration, Panels I-L in Figure 4.9 show the distinct presence of wrinkles,
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Figure 4.8: Co-linear (C1 image of a part of the neck under study. Yellow circle represents
the location of the vessel, which cannot be seen in this figure. Colorbar of the image is
represented at the right-hand side.
and can be considered an important application to probe such structures.
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Figure 4.9: Contrast for linear and elliptic channels for ex vivo measurements on neck tissue
of a chicken. Panel A is the Cross-linear image. Panel B is the contrast of the subtraction
of linear (co and cross) channels. Panel C-L are the contrasts for Elliptical Polarization
Difference Imaging (EPDI) at 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80° and 90° respectively.
Scale bar (Panel A), 2mm. Wavelength, 633nm. Image exposure time, 1000ms. Behaviour
of the polarized light (linear/elliptical) is represented at the bottom-right corner of each
panel. Panels A and B are raw images and have their own colorbar. Panels C-L have a
common colorbar represented at the right border of the image. Green arrow in Panel C
indicates the presence of the vessel.
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Figure 4.10: Contrast for linear and elliptic channels for ex vivo measurements on neck
tissue of a chicken. Panel A is the Cross-linear image. Panel B is the contrast of the sub-
traction of linear (co and cross) channels. Panel C-L are the contrasts for Multi-Polarization
Difference Imaging (MPDI) at 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80° and 90° respectively.
Scale bar (Panel A), 2mm. Wavelength, 633nm. Image exposure time, 1000ms. Behaviour
of the polarized light (linear/elliptical) is represented at the bottom-right corner of each
panel. Panels A and B are raw images and have their own colorbar. Panels C-L have a
common colorbar represented at the right border of the image. Green arrow in Panel C
indicates the presence of the vessel.
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4.1.3 In vivo
4.1.3.1 Human skin
Mole/Nevus
A mole on the dorsal side of a volunteer’s hand was observed (see Figure 4.11). Figure
4.12 shows the contrast of MPDI performed on skin images. It can be observed that the
mole is quite clearly outlined in the elliptic channels (Panels C-L), but is negative and
depicts the depolarized photons. On the other hand, it can be seen that the intensity of
a polarizing structure (seen towards the right edge of each panel) increases from Panels
C-F. And inversely, the intensity of this structure is observed to be decreasing from Panels
H-L. There is also the appearance of different structures within the space of the mole from
Panels H-l, indicating that these structures are polarizing in a direction different from the
co-linear direction (vertical) and horizontal to polarization at 90° (back to linearly polar-
ized light, but in the opposite direction). This behaviour conforms with that of the ellipses
shown in Figure 3.5. Due to the effects of image subtraction, the SNR of the resulting chan-
nel images is smaller than that of the measured images. Using basic image processing
should allow to reduce the noise content of the images. The depolarization/negativity of
deeper lying structures could be mainly due to very high specular components from the
elliptical channels. This can be avoided by an improvement in the set-up with the addition
of a telecentric objective that converges the illumination beam and provides a more homo-
geneous illumination.
Figure 4.11: Dorsal side of a hand along with a zoom-out of the mole which was studied
for the in vivo experiments. A ruler with graduations in millimetres is seen at the bottom
of the image. Images taken in white light.
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Figure 4.12: Contrast for linear and elliptic channels for in vivo measurements on dorsal
side of a human hand. Panel A is the histogram of the Cross-linear channel tracing the
shape of the mole. Panel B is the contrast of the subtraction of linear(co and cross) channels.
Panel C-L are the contrasts for Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) at 0°, 10°, 20°,
30°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80° and 90° respectively. Scale bar (Panel A), 0.5mm. Wavelength,
633nm. Image exposure time, 1500ms. Behaviour of the polarized light (linear/elliptical)
is represented at the bottom-right corner of each panel. Panels A and B are raw images
and have their own colorbar. Panels C-L have a common colorbar represented at the right
border of the image.
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Burn Scar
A scar on the dorsal side of a volunteer’s hand was observed at 633nm and the com-
pared results of the two subtraction methods is shown in Figure 4.14. Panels 1-2 show
the subtracted images of EPDI and Panels 3-4 show the results of MPDI. It is evident from
the images that the contrast is more enhanced in Panels 3-4 when compared to Panels
1-2 along with an increase in intensity of polarization maintaining photons. It can also be
observed that the scar is quite clearly outlined in images with higher ellipticity (Panel 4
corresponding to circularly polarized channel at 45°). When comparing Panel 1-2 and Pan-
els 3-4, it is evident that we are accessing different volumes and avoiding over-subtraction
of photons. It can also be observed that Panel 4 shows the clear appearance of some struc-
tures/wrinkles when compared to Panel 3, suggesting that these structures lie deeper than
the layer probed with Panel 3 (corresponding to ellipticity of 20°).
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: (a) Image of dorsal side of a hand showing a burn scar, (b) Zoom-out image
of the burn scar. Images taken in white light.
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Figure 4.14: Contrast for elliptic channels of in vivo measurements on dorsal side of a
human hand containing a scar. Panels 1-2 are the result images of Elliptical Polariza-
tion Difference Imaging (EPDI) at 20°and 45°respectively. Panels 3-4 are the result images
of Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) at 20°and 45°respectively. Wavelength,
633nm. Image exposure time, 1500ms. Elliptical behaviour of the polarized light is rep-
resented at the bottom-right corner of each panel. Panels 1-4 have a common colorbar
represented at the right border of the image.
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Figure 4.15: Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) contrast for elliptic channels of
in vivo measurements on dorsal side of a human hand containing a scar. Panels 1-5 are the
result images of Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) from 10°to 45°respectively.
Wavelength, 633nm. Image exposure time, 1500ms. Elliptical behaviour of the polarized
light is represented at the bottom-right corner of each panel. Panels 1-5 have a common
colorbar represented at the right border of the image.
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4.1.3.2 Exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat
(a)
(b)
(d)
(c)
Figure 4.16: a) Photo of the in vivo set-up for imaging the Rat brain cortex. b) Image of the
exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. c) Cross-linear image of the cortex. d) Zoom-out
(Cross-linear) of the vessels under study for the in vivo experiments.
A network of blood vessels having different sizes can be seen in the white light image
(Figure 4.16) and the portion of the image we have focussed on (seen in the zoom-out)
shows two distinct large vessels which are superficial and can be seen in all the chan-
nels. A comparison between EPDI and MPDI are represented in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. The
cross-linear image (Panel A in Figures 4.17 and 4.18), which shows the deepest (probe-
able) structures, show the existence of other smaller vessels. EPDI images show very poor
contrast and signal due to the highly scattering nature of the rat brain, and the image
quality is quite poor. But in the case of MPDI images, the vessels which are clearly in the
sub-surface can only be seen in the elliptical channels (Panels C-L) and not in the linear
channel (Panel B). Also with increase in the ellipticity, there is more signal intensity ob-
served in the smaller vessels (upto 45° after which it decreases).
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Figure 4.17: Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI) contrast for linear and elliptic
channels for in vivo measurements on exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. Panel A
is the Cross-linear channel. Panel B is the contrast of the subtraction of linear (co and
cross) channels. Panel C-L are the contrasts for EPDI at 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 60°,
70°, 80°and 90° respectively. Scale bar (Panel A), 0.5mm. Image exposure time, 2000ms.
Wavelength, 633nm. Behaviour of the polarized light (linear/elliptical) is represented at
the bottom-right corner of each panel.
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Figure 4.18: Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) contrast for linear and elliptic
channels for in vivo measurements on exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. Panel A
is the Cross-linear channel. Panel B is the contrast of the subtraction of linear(co and
cross) channels. Panel C-L are the contrasts for MPDI at 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 60°,
70°, 80°and 90° respectively. Scale bar (Panel A), 0.5mm. Image exposure time, 2000ms.
Wavelength, 633nm. Behaviour of the polarized light (linear/elliptical) is represented at
the bottom-right corner of each panel.
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4.2 accessing deeper regions
A network of blood vessels seen from the exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat (See
Figure 4.16) was further studied for looking into the details of depth of the vasculature.
Figure 4.19 shows a comparison of the raw intensity images of all four imaging channels,
C1-C4. Visual observation and further quantification showed that channel C4 (be it any an-
gle of ellipticity) shows clear appearances of more number of vessels as compared to the
co-elliptical channel, C3. This fact is made clear by the fact that, some vessels which are
not observed in the co-linear channel, C1 are seen clearly in the counter-elliptical channel
confirming that they lie deeper than the other vessels. The C4 channel (although contains
some part of the specular content) gives us access to deeper structures than the Cross-
linear channel (C2), provided the specular is out of the field-of-view. It gives us a mixture
of the superficial as well as the depth content as can be observed in Panels D and F of
Figure 4.19. As compared to the current practice of using the C2 channel to access the
deepest-possible regions, this approach could further help us in identifying and quantify-
ing some deep-lying structures with the use of the counter-elliptical channel.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of raw intensity images for all four channels, C1-C4 for in vivo
measurements on exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. Panel A is the Co-linear channel
(C1). Panel B is the Cross-linear channel (C2). Panel C and D are Co-elliptical channel (C3)
and Counter-elliptical channel (C4) respectively at an ellipticity of 30°. Panel E and F are
Co-elliptical channel (C3) and Counter-elliptical channel (C4) respectively at an ellipticity
of 45°. Yellow circle represents the ROI where most changes in intensity of vessels can be
seen. Scale bar (Panel A), 0.5mm. Behaviour of the polarized light (elliptical) is represented
at the bottom-right corner of each panel.
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4.3 summary
In this chapter, we testify the feasibility of depth examination by tuning the state of
polarization in four imaging channels, and compare two systems of image subtraction
with experiments on calibrated Intra-lipid® phantoms, ex vivo and in vivo tissues. Intra-
lipid® measurements confirm that MPDI involving all the four imaging channels is supe-
rior to EPDI because: (a) there is higher signal intensity (b) there is a higher contrast in
surface structures (c) it allows probing a depth of 7mm. Our phantom experiments show
that this method can be used to probe tissues in depth up to at least 0.7mm, which offers
the possibility of screening a variety of layered biological tissues such as skin as tested
here. Ex vivo experiments on chicken neck and Human skin experiments conform with
the above conclusions, and show higher signal intensity and higher contrast of some struc-
tures with elliptic channels (from 0° to 45°) probing sub-surface structures. Further work
includes removal of the specular reflection at the surface using better and more adapted
optical clearing agents. This could lead a more efficient isolation of the polarization main-
taining photons. Besides, the cross-linear channel has the highest SNR, and this needs to
be improved for the elliptic channels to get a better contrast of the sub-surface structures.
As an other application, the Counter-elliptical channel (C4) can be used to extensively
study the depth of the structures under study, as against the usual methods of using
Cross-linear channel (C2) for accessing the deepest structures. This could help clinicians in
practice of using polarimetry for studying the maximum depth probed.
The other important aspect discussed in this chapter is image processing. Although
MPDI is more efficient and superior to its contemporaries, the Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR)
achieved is quite low and questionable. MPDI allows depth probing with each increment
in ellipticity, and with deeper volumes the quantity of measured photons reduces, thus
dropping the SNR with increase in depth. For in vivo (mostly) imaging, the occurrence of
motion artefacts is quite high. A motion registration algorithm was developed to correct
for this shift in coordinates (of the order of 10s of pixels) based on in-built MATLAB func-
tions. The registration method although quite accurate in most cases did have a residual
shift of ±1 pixel. This could be solved with more advance understanding of image pro-
cessing and application of sophisticated movement correction algorithms.

5
D E P T H - R E S O LV E D S P E C T R O S C O P Y W I T H
E L L I P T I C A L LY P O L A R I Z E D L I G H T
T his chapter describes a protocol of deep sub-surface imaging in tissues demonstratedby employing both spectral and polarization discrimination of the backscattered pho-
tons. This technique allows for selectively accessing and enhancing sub-surface tissue lay-
ers via processing of the depolarized images obtained using polarized illumination at
different wavelengths and accessing chromophores in biological tissues. The samples were
illuminated with different wavelengths and processed using Multi-Polarization Difference
Imaging (MPDI) (for removal of multiple-scattered components) involving images at these
wavelengths. In vivo experiments were performed on skin abnormalities of volunteers and
on exposed rat cortex to confirm the results of polarization subtraction and to allow for
spectroscopic measurement of tissue chromophores.
5.1 introduction
Spectrophotometry, or more specifically Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) in the visi-
ble and NIR spectral ranges is an efficient and popular technique for non-invasive charac-
terisation of various biological tissues. This method helps us extract information about the
absorption and scattering properties of light of the examined tissues. Correlation of these
optical properties with histological and biochemical characteristics provides a wealth of
information regarding tissue composition, morphology, physiology as well as the early
detection and diagnosis of various diseases. In vivo spectrophotometry of tissues focuses
on the measurement of relative concentrations of number of tissue chromophores like
haemoglobin in both oxygenated and de-oxygenated states [Friedland et al., 2003; Zonios
et al., 1999], melanin, present in the epidermal tissue, and whose relative concentration
variations are responsible for skin pigmentation [Zonios et al., 2001], bilirubin [Bhutani
et al., 2000] and many others. Of the several applications of DRS, measurement of tissue
oxygenation is one of the most important parameters in the diagnosis and therapeutic
assessment of many diseases. Tissue oxygenation, in other words, is a measure of the
percentage of oxygen that haemoglobin (carrier of oxygen in blood) is loaded with in
blood in vivo. Since the molecular extinction spectra of Oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) and De-
oxyhaemoglobin (Hb) are not equal, it can efficiently characterize blood oxygenation and
various methods have been developed to measure these parameters. With this basis, it is
possible to quantify the concentrations of many other tissue chromophores like melanin,
fat, water etc. Most of these methods have their own limitations in terms of accuracy, inva-
siveness, time-constraint, cost etc.
Tissues being multi-layer structures, often undergo changes in their composition which
are depth-dependent leading to pathological conditions. Therefore, the necessity to ex-
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tract information about tissue chromophores at different depths becomes imperative. Out
of the optical techniques that are being used to access depth information, polarization
gated spectroscopy and imaging has become quite competitive because of the property
of polarized photons to retain their incident polarization for a number of Mean Free
Path (MFP)s depending on tissue optical properties. Due to the concept of ’polarization
memory’ (discussed in detail in Section 2.5), circularly polarized light maintains its po-
larization in highly scattering media at greater depths as compared to linearly polarized
light and it is advocated to use elliptically/circularly polarized light for depth-resolved
reflectance spectroscopy.
In this thesis, we have developed an algorithm based on the generalised form of Mod-
ified Beer-Lambert’s Law (MBLL) which revolves around a generalized theory that allows
estimation of chromophore concentrations. We have adapted this theory for mapping con-
centrations of cutaneous tissue chromophores from multi-wavelength images that have
been processed by Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI).
5.2 spectroscopy : theory
To set the theoretical context for our analysis, the modified Beer-Lambert law applied
for the measurements of concentrations of different tissue chromophores is reviewed and
developed to our purpose. Let us consider a non-scattering medium for which, the ab-
sorbance A, of light passing through the medium is related to it’s relative absorption by
the Beer-Lambert law [Hebden et al., 1997],
A(λ) = µa(λ)d (5.1)
where µa is the absorption coefficient, d is the path length through the medium and λ is
the optical wavelength in the medium. Also, µa is represented as the sum of products of
the specific molecular extinction coefficients, i (expressed in units, L mol−1 mm−1) and
concentrations, ρi (expressed in units, mol L−1), of the M absorbing species present in the
medium,
µa(λ) =
M∑
i=1
i(λ)ρi (5.2)
To make up for the scattering losses, compensate for the total physical path length and to
assess the non-linearity of A and µa, the total attenuation is represented by the Modified
Beer-Lambert’s Law (MBLL) [Cooper et al., 1996; Delpy et al., 1988; Matcher et al., 1994;
Sassaroli and Fantini, 2004; Wyatt et al., 1990] given by,
A(λ) = G+ µa(λ)DPl(λ) (5.3)
where G is assumed to be an offset in attenuation purely due to scattering and DPl is the
differential path length, defined as DPl(λ) = ∂A(λ)/∂µa(λ) [Arridge et al., 1992]. This can
further be expressed as (substituting from Eq. 5.2),
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A(λ) = G+
M∑
i=1
i(λ)ρi.DPl(λ) (5.4)
Let us start by considering the chromophores, oxyhaemoglobin (ρoxy) and deoxyhaemo-
globin (ρdeoxy) concentrations for which the apparent absorption depends on factor G,
which is supposed to be independent of wavelength and takes into account light scattering
by the tissue. The apparent attenuation involving these two absorbing species, can be
described as,
A(λ) = G+ [oxy(λ)ρoxy + deoxy(λ)ρdeoxy]DPl (5.5)
where oxy(λ) and deoxy(λ) are the extinction coefficients of oxy- and deoxyhaemoglobin
at a given wavelength, λ, respectively (expressed in cm−1/mol/L). Since the contributions
of µa and d cannot be isolated, the concentrations of chromophores can only be calculated
as a ratio, given by R = ρoxy/ρdeoxy, which is rewritten in Equation 5.5 as,
A(λ) = G+ [oxy(λ)R+ deoxy(λ)]αs (5.6)
where αs = DPlρdeoxy. Thus as seen in the works of Stockford et al. [2007], it is possible
to eliminate the measurement of G (back-scattered attenuation due to scattering) with a
set of differential measurements of A to give an estimate of R, R ′. Measurements at two
wavelengths make it possible to now express G in terms of R ′ as,
G =
A(λ2)[R
′oxy(λ1) + deoxy(λ1)] −A(λ1)[R ′oxy(λ2) + deoxy(λ2)]
R ′[oxy(λ1) − oxy(λ2)] + [deoxy(λ1) − deoxy(λ2)]
(5.7)
Taking measurements at a third wavelength, λ3, with measurements of either of the two
wavelengths as Equation 5.5 and solving the set of linear equations will give us the expres-
sion,
R ′ =
deoxy(λ2)[A(λ3) −G] − deoxy(λ3)[A(λ2) −G]
oxy(λ3)[A(λ2) −G] − oxy(λ2)[A(λ3) −G]
(5.8)
Combining Equations 5.7 and 5.8, the system of three wavelengths can be expressed as,
R ′2deoxy(λ2)

A(λ1)[oxy(λ1) − oxy(λ2)]
+A(λ2)[oxy(λ1) − oxy(λ3)]
+A(λ3)[oxy(λ2) − oxy(λ1)]

+ R ′

A(λ1){oxy(λ1)[deoxy(λ3) − deoxy(λ2)] + deoxy(λ1)[oxy(λ3) − oxy(λ2)]}
+A(λ2)[2oxy(λ1)deoxy(λ1) − oxy(λ1)deoxy(λ3) − oxy(λ3)deoxy(λ1)]
+A(λ3)[oxy(λ1)deoxy(λ2) + oxy(λ2)deoxy(λ1) − 2oxy(λ1)deoxy(λ1)]

+ deoxy(λ1)

A(λ1)[deoxy(λ3) − deoxy(λ2)]
A(λ2)[deoxy(λ1) − deoxy(λ3)]
A(λ3)[deoxy(λ2) − deoxy(λ1)]
 = 0 (5.9)
Further simplifying Equation 5.9 to find the roots of the polynomial and possible values
of R ′,
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R ′ = −
deoxy(λ1)
oxy(λ1)
(5.10a)
R ′ =
{
A(λ1)[deoxy(λ2) − deoxy(λ3)] +A(λ2)[deoxy(λ3) − deoxy(λ1)]
+A(λ2)[deoxy(λ1) − deoxy(λ2)]
}
{
A(λ1)[oxy(λ3) − oxy(λ2)] +A(λ2)[oxy(λ1) − oxy(λ3)]
+A(λ2)[oxy(λ2) − oxy(λ1)]
} (5.10b)
Since the first solution (Equation 5.10a) is negative and is not physical, the second solution
(Equation 5.10b) is used to estimate R and provides a generalized solution for R ′.
Stockford et al. [2007] used a Monte-Carlo model that combined Stokes-Mueller scheme
to simulate light propagation in a scattering medium with Mie scatterers and g = 0.9. This
method allowed measurement of G and αs that were equivalent to previous measurements
[Ramella-Roman et al., 2005] and these values were found to be constant as a function of
wavelength with polarization gating allowing more filtering of inherent scattering to some
extent.
Stockford et al.’s model does not take into account the actual existence of a dependence
of the scattering term, G and the backscattering path-length, DPl with the wavelength. Nev-
ertheless, several techniques such as polarization subtraction gating and special filtering
will allow the user to limit the depth of penetration to a known value. To estimate R for
user-defined depths in biological tissues, we can use the images taken at different ellip-
ticities and different wavelengths (at least 3) treated with Multi-Polarization Difference
Imaging (MPDI). To be able to apply the generalized solution for the estimation of R to im-
ages at different wavelengths, one must access the same volume in all the images chosen.
And for this, we need to relate and chose images based on their wavelength and ellipticity
which corresponds to the same depth probed.
5.3 depth probing using polarization gating : accessing user-defined depths
In the previous chapter, we saw the results of the MPDI method and the kind of infor-
mation that can be retrieved. It is shown that with increasing ellipticities, we can probe
different volumes (that are increasing in depth probed), and each wavelength corresponds
to a range of depths, depending on the optical properties, i. e. absorption (µa) and scat-
tering (µs). One can also verify that there is no intersection between volumes probed by
depolarized and by polarized light. But it is still important to quantify the depth that can
be accessed with each ellipticity and each wavelength. To develop this 3D relationship be-
tween Wavelength-Ellipticity-Depth, we will use the optical properties of tissue as calculated
by Zonios and Dimou [2006] and the ellipticity-dependent Mean Visitation Depth (MVD)
as calculated by Rehn et al. [2013] from Monte-Carlo simulations.
Zonios and Dimou [2006] proposed and developed a model for Diffuse Reflectance Spec-
troscopy (DRS) with fibre optic probes and validated this model by testing on tissue phan-
toms. They then applied the model to the analysis of diffuse reflectance spectra collected
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Table 5.1: Absorption and reduced-scattering co-efficients (both in mm−1) of human skin
determined in vivo by Zonios and Dimou [2006]
Wavelength (nm) µa (mm−1) µ ′s (mm−1) Wavelength (nm) µa (mm−1) µ ′s (mm−1)
360 - 2.25 560 - 1.92
370 - 2.23 570 - 1.90
380 - 2.22 580 0.27 1.88
390 - 2.20 590 - 1.87
400 1.61 2.18 600 0.06 1.85
410 2.42 2.17 610 - 1.83
420 2.92 2.15 620 0.02 1.82
430 2.93 2.13 630 - 1.80
440 1.44 2.12 640 0.01 1.78
450 0.40 2.10 650 - 1.77
460 0.19 2.08 660 0.01 1.75
470 - 2.07 670 - 1.73
480 0.12 2.05 680 0.01 1.72
490 - 2.03 690 - 1.70
500 0.11 2.02 700 0.01 1.68
510 - 2.00 710 - 1.67
520 0.16 1.98 720 0.01 1.65
530 - 1.97 730 - 1.63
540 0.30 1.95 740 0.01 1.62
550 - 1.93
from human skin in vivo. As a result of their calculations, they provided the optical prop-
erties of human skin at a range of wavelengths in the visible region of the spectrum and is
illustrated in Table 5.1.
The Mean Visitation Depth (MVD) for different ellipticities that was calculated by Rehn
et al. [2013] using Monte Carlo simulations for various range of optical properties is de-
scribed in Section 2.6 and are illustrated in Figure. 2.11. Based on the optical properties in
Table 5.1 and range of MVD in Figure. 2.11, we can further calculate the probe-able depths at
each ellipticity and wavelength respectively. This 3D relation between Wavelength-Ellipticity-
Depth is summarized in Table 5.2 and in Figure. 5.1. Table 5.2 shows the probed depths
that are accessible by polarization gating for each wavelength, and are in the range of a
few hundreds of microns. This corresponds precisely to the volumes that need access in
many applications such as in early skin cancer detection or screening of the exposed cortex
(usually monitored with 2D IOS imaging techniques that do not offer any depth resolution).
The present polarization gating technique, MPDI also provides functional information and
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offers the advantage of being simple, with fast data acquisitions.
Table 5.2: Accessible depths at different wavelengths and ellipticities adapted from Rehn
et al. [2013] and Zonios and Dimou [2006]
Mean Visitation Depth (MVD) (µm)
Wavelength (nm) 0pi Rad 0.05pi Rad 0.1pi Rad 0.15pi Rad 0.25pi Rad
390 226 250 301 323 348
400 204 226 272 291 314
410 168 186 224 241 259
420 152 169 203 218 235
430 153 169 203 218 235
440 217 240 289 310 334
450 309 342 412 442 476
460 341 377 454 486 524
480 356 394 475 509 549
500 363 402 483 518 559
520 361 400 481 516 556
540 344 380 458 491 529
580 360 398 479 514 554
600 405 448 539 578 623
620 420 465 560 600 647
640 430 475 572 613 661
660 439 486 585 627 676
680 447 495 595 638 688
700 457 506 609 653 704
720 466 516 620 665 717
740 474 525 632 677 730
Similarly for rat brain tissues, we adopted the optical properties as measured by Mes-
radi et al. [2013] along with the MVD calculated by Rehn et al. to establish the relation
between wavelength-ellipticity-depth. This study on rat brain samples was quite crucial
for the understanding of spectroscopic measurements (discussed in Section 5.5). Mesradi
et al. [2013] measured the optical properties of fresh and frozen tissues of rat heart, kidney,
brain, liver, and muscle in the visible wavelength range using an integral sphere set-up and
the ’inverse adding doubling’ technique [Prahl et al., 1993]. It was found that the µ ′s for
brain tissues was much higher than for any other structure for the range of wavelengths
from 450− 700nm, and are listed in Table 5.3.
The possible penetration depths at each ellipticity and wavelength for rat brain tissue
was calculated using Table 5.3 and the values of MVD from Rehn et al. (Figure 2.11) and
is summarized in Table 5.4. The depths that can be probed are expressed graphically in
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the relationship between Wavelength-Ellipticity-
Depth.
Table 5.3: Absorption and reduced-scattering co-efficients of rat brain cortex determined
ex vivo from fresh rat brain tissue by Mesradi et al. [2013]
Wavelength (nm) µa (mm−1) µ ′s (mm−1) Wavelength (nm) µa (mm−1) µ ′s (mm−1)
450 0.620 5.65 580 0.495 4.25
460 0.475 5.51 590 0.490 4.17
470 0.455 5.38 600 0.480 4.09
480 0.455 5.26 610 0.425 4.01
490 0.460 5.14 620 0.416 3.94
500 0.475 5.02 630 0.416 3.87
510 0.505 4.91 640 0.420 3.80
520 0.520 4.80 650 0.430 3.73
530 0.530 4.70 660 0.445 3.67
540 0.570 4.60 670 0.440 3.61
550 0.585 4.51 680 0.440 3.55
560 0.575 4.42 690 0.450 3.49
570 0.535 4.33 700 0.450 3.44
Figure 5.2 and the maximum penetration depth is about ∼ 350µm that can be achieved
with the circularly polarized light (at an ellipticity of 45°).
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Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the relationship between Wavelength-Ellipticity-
Depth for rat brain cortex.
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Table 5.4: Accessible depths at different wavelengths and ellipticities for fresh rat brain
tissue adapted from Mesradi et al. [2013] and Rehn et al. [2013]
Mean Visitation Depth (MVD) (µm)
Wavelength (nm) 0pi Rad 0.05pi Rad 0.1pi Rad 0.15pi Rad 0.25pi Rad
450 113 146 191 202 204
460 119 153 200 212 214
470 122 157 205 217 219
480 124 160 209 222 224
490 127 164 214 227 229
500 129 167 217 231 233
510 131 169 221 234 236
520 133 172 225 238 240
530 136 175 228 243 245
540 137 177 231 245 247
550 139 180 235 249 251
560 142 183 239 254 256
570 146 188 246 264 263
580 150 193 252 268 270
590 153 197 257 273 275
600 155 200 262 278 280
610 160 206 269 286 288
620 163 210 274 291 294
630 166 214 279 296 299
640 168 217 283 301 303
650 170 220 287 305 307
660 172 222 290 308 311
670 175 226 295 313 316
680 178 229 300 318 321
690 180 232 304 322 325
700 183 235 308 327 329
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5.4 experimental set-up and calibration
The experimental set-up was as described in Section 3.2 and Figure 3.4. The axes of the
optics were identified as described in Section 3.2.2. Images were taken in the four different
channels (C1, C2, C3 and C4) with their different ellipticities (0°- 45°) in all the three differ-
ent wavelengths mentioned. The methods described in Section 5.2 help in determining the
absorber-concentration ratio for the case of detection of total intensity, and needs a nor-
malization? to work with different illuminating wavelengths. In the work presented here,
the normalization was done by standardizing to the exposure time, tλ, and percentage
of transmission through the optics. Table 5.5A shows the transmission of different optics
and different wavelengths. For the whole set-up including the optics of the illumination
and detection paths, the transmission coefficients can be normalized to one of the wave-
lengths to give rise to a transmission factor, T(λ), for each wavelength used (See Table
5.5B). After determining the transmission factor, each image can be normalized by wave-
length and exposure time by, Inorm = (I0 ∗ T(λ))/t(λ). This form of normalization is not
an absolute measurement, and is regarded as a relative quantity. After normalization of
the images, they can be used to compute relative concentrations of different chromophores
as described in Section 5.2.
? Normalization can be done by imaging a completely reflecting and non-scattering surface (e. g. white reference
like a lambertien sample) to capture the full extent of the incident light and then normalizing that to the
different wavelengths using the form (log I0 − log I). In our experiments, this method of normalization was
not implemented.
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Table 5.5: Transmission coefficients for different optical components for normalization of
images taken under different wavelengths
a : individual transmission coefficients for optics used in section. 5 .4
Transmission (%)
Red01 - 670nm Red02 - 633nm Yellow - 570nm Green - 532nm
Illumination
Light Source - - - -
Bandpass Filter - 633nm 70±0.5 - - -
Bandpass Filter - 670nm - 70±0.5 - -
Bandpass Filter - 570nm - - 48±0.5 -
Bandpass Filter - 532nm - - - 51±0.5
Polarizer 81±0.5 79±0.5 76±0.5 70±0.5
Quarter-wave plate 97±0.5 97±0.5 97±0.5 97±0.5
Detection
Quarter-wave plate 97±0.5 97±0.5 97±0.5 97±0.5
Polarizer 81±0.5 79±0.5 76±0.5 70±0.5
Lens 98±0.5 98±0.5 98±0.5 98±0.5
Detector/Camera 68±0.5 72±0.5 72±0.5 70±0.5
b : transmission factors for normalizing wavelengths
Wavelength (nm) Transmission Factor
670 1.0±0.1
633 1±0.1
570 0.40±0.1
532 0.25±0.1
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5.5 results
First trials of spectroscopy with elliptically polarized light were tried on the in vivo images
acquired from the exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat (see Section 3.3 for sample prepa-
ration). Images were taken for ellipticities from 10° to 45° at three wavelengths 532nm,
633nm and 670nm respectively (with their molar extinction coefficients represented in
Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Absorption spectra for Oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) (red) and Deoxyhaemoglobin
(Hb) (blue).]
5.5.1 Mapping attenuation
The starting point of any spectroscopic analyses is the measurement of absorption spec-
trum at a given wavelength as defined by Beer-Lambert’s law (Eqn. 5.1). Attenuation (A)
maps of polarization-gated images (MPDI) for different wavelengths can be seen in Figure
5.4 and it compares A(λ) for different ellipticities 20°, 30°and 45° respectively. It also shows
the kind of information/signal that can be accessed at different depths (translated from
different ellipticities) for each wavelength.
Attenuation maps in Figure 5.4 elucidate the fact that at shorter wavelengths, blood
is more absorbing with the evidence of many vessels and other vasculature, and also
probe superficial depths. Attenuation which is mainly due to scattering is directly re-
lated to the Constant offset in attenuation (G) as described by the Modified Beer-Lambert’s
Law (MBLL). From these attenuation maps, it is then possible to isolate the absorption maps
of the images using Eqn. 5.3, by estimating G as the minimum value of total attenuation
(i. e. G ' min(A)). To quantify the µa for images at different wavelengths and ellipticities,
the mean absorption was plotted as a function of the wavelength at different ROIs (of size
10x10 pixels) and can be seen in Fig. 5.5. ROI-01 consisted of the background in the rat
cortex, ROI-02 and ROI-03 consisted of two large vessels respectively. These vessels could
be seen visually in the absolute intensity image and are highlighted in Figure 5.5a.
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Figure 5.4: Attenuation (A) maps of MPDI images for different wavelengths and ellipticities
for in vivo measurements on exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. Panels A-C: 670nm,
Panels D-F: 633nm and Panels G-I: 532nm. The ellipticity of each image is represented
at the bottom-right corner of each panel and is in the order 20°, 30°and 45° respectively.
Each row (corresponding to a single wavelength) has a common colorbar represented at
the right border of the image. Images from different wavelengths were normalized to their
respective exposure times and transmission coefficients, so the units of comparison are in
arbitrary units. The representative depths of each image is shown in the top-right corner,
taken from Figure 5.2.
The absorption in the vessels was seen to be more than that of the background, but the
actual values of µa were underestimated (as compared to the expected value) for all the
three wavelengths. To recapitulate, the images were normalized to their respective expo-
sure times and transmission coefficients, rendering the images of different wavelengths
relative (expressed in arbitrary units) and not absolute. Hence it is impractical to compare
these values to those in literature. However, our measurements suggest that the values
of µa found are relative w.r.t wavelengths, and it can be shown, for example, that the ab-
sorption in 532nm wavelength is greater than that in 633nm wavelength by a factor of 3,
i. e. µa(532nm) = 3µa(633nm). This anomaly could be explained by the uncertainty in the
normalization of the images to the reference. An error in the normalization of any one of
the wavelengths affects the attenuation and leads to an underestimation of the constant
G due to scattering. In comparison, the absorption for different wavelengths in both the
vessels that were observed were similar for ROIs 2 and 3. Panels (c) and (d) in Figure 5.5,
show that µa for the three wavelengths are in a similar range, confirming that the vessels
have similar absorption, but there is not much information about the depth of these vessels.
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Figure 5.5: Mean absorption, µa, for in vivo images of exposed cortex of rat taken at
different ROI where (a) Absolute intensity image of rat brain cortex with highlights of the
three different ROI, (b) Mean µa for ROI-01 containing the background, (c) Mean µa for
ROI-02, containing vessel (01), and, (d) Mean µa for ROI-03, containing vessel (01). The
ellipticities are represented as circles (10°), asterisks (20°), triangles (30°), plus signs (40°)
and diamonds (45°) respectively. Images from different wavelengths were normalized to
their respective exposure times and transmission coefficients, so the units of comparison
are in arbitrary units.
However, neglecting this drop in absorption values and improving the normalization
process can lead to an important feature connecting the attenuation and isolating the ab-
sorption at different depths. This process of efficiently accessing the absorption spectrum
at different depths is quite consistent and can be done using the different channels of el-
lipticity coupled with Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI). Accessing absorption
at user-defined depths without the need of information about the concentration of chro-
mophores (either blood oxygen components, melanin or others) is quite an advantage and
serves as a simple and consistent tool for the same.
5.5.2 Chromophore concentrations
Once we have an idea about the attenuation and more specifically the absorption maps
of images at different wavelengths and thus different depths, the next step would be to
quantify the concentrations of different chromophores, more specifically oxy- and deoxy-
haemoglobin in our case. This can be carried out by applying our experimental images to
Stockford et al.’s method of measuring R or R ′ as described in Section 5.2. Images at three
different wavelengths are needed to solve the system of equations and arrive at a concen-
tration ratio for the chromophores. Considering the fact that each image of a particular
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wavelength and a particular ellipticity corresponds to a particular volume in depth, it is
imperative to use images that correspond to the same volume.
To be able to compare the same volumes, images from different wavelengths and ellip-
ticities were chosen according to the values represented in Section 5.3. To get an idea about
the achievable depths with different ellipticities for our chosen wavelengths, the appropri-
ate depths can be seen plotted as a function of ellipticity and wavelength in Figure 5.6
(taken from Figure 5.2). Images from the rat brain cortex, taken at different ellipticities and
wavelengths were analysed with MPDI to look at same volumes and are shown in Figure
5.7. The rat brain cortex although a highly scattering tissue structure, when imaged with
our set-up showed the presence of vessels as deep as ∼ 320µm (corresponding to the im-
ages taken at 670nm and 45° ellipticity). The chosen ellipticities for each wavelength are:
20° at 670nm, 20° at 633nm and 30° at 532nm which all correspond to a penetration depth
of about 220µm.
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Figure 5.6: Penetration depths for different wavelengths and ellipticities for in vivo im-
ages of exposed cortex of rat taken from Figure 5.2 in Section 5.3 [Mesradi et al., 2013;
Rehn et al., 2013]. ’Squares’ represent 532nm, ’Circles’ represent 633nm and ’Triangles’
represent 670nm.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of MPDI images corresponding to the same volume from different
wavelengths for in vivo measurements on exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. Panel
A is 532nm, Panel B is 633nm and Panel C is 670nm. Behaviour of the polarized light
(elliptical) is represented at the bottom-right corner of each panel. Images from different
wavelengths were normalized to a mean intensity value and to their respective exposure
times.
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Panel A, at 532nm shows the presence of many vessels that are highly absorbing in the
green wavelength. Panels B and C show lesser vessels at the same volume due to lower
absorption of biological tissues at the red wavelengths. Now that we have information
about the images at same volume from each wavelength, we can use these images (as
they correspond to the wavelength-specific attenuation) in Eqn. 5.10 to estimate the ratio
of concentration of chromophores, R ′, for oxy- (HbO2) and deoxyhaemoglobin (Hb). The
uncoupling of concentrations ρoxy and ρdeoxy can be calculated using polarization gating
with multiple wavelengths and their corresponding Mean Visitation Depth (MVD) with the
assumption that we are dealing with similar path lengths, that should conform to the fact
that Constant offset in attenuation (G) and Alpha factor for spectroscopy (αs) are constant.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Estimation of ratio of concentrations of two chromophores, R ′, (b) Alpha
factor for spectroscopy (αs), (c) Oxyhaemoglobin concentration (ρoxy), and, (d) Deoxy-
haemoglobin concentration (ρdeoxy) calculated for in vivo images of rat brain cortex by
polarization spectroscopy using Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) technique.
Individual colorbar is presented at right corner of each image. The images are all repre-
sented in arbitrary units.
As described in Section 5.2, the various quantities R ′, αs, ρoxy, ρdeoxy were computed for
a set of images of the rat brain cortex taken in vivo. The respective images are represented
in Figure 5.8. The quantities were measured as shown in the polarized spectroscopy tech-
nique presented in this thesis, and verified with the images chosen to represent a depth
of 220µm (to look at the same volume). The solutions for R ′ (Figure 5.8a) were found to
be negative, regarding the expression invalid. Unfortunately, the fact that G and αs are
constant is overridden by using our method of polarization gating. The values for αs were
found to be wavelength-specific, but with no certain dependence. The method also showed
negative concentration of HbO2 and Hb at some localised areas in the image, which led to
inconsistent ratio of blood oxygenation inside the vessels. The main problem was with
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the images from 532nm wavelength, which were found to be less absorbing than normal,
which meant that G is supposed to be much smaller than it is found to be. The drop in
absorption value of 532nm wavelength images by a factor of ’3’ leads to many repercus-
sions on the calculation of R ′. This drop in attenuation would mean that the sample is less
scattering and more absorbing leading to a path length 3 times smaller than the normal
value.
5.6 summary
In this chapter, it was shown that it is possible to get consistent information about atten-
uation of images at different depths by using a combination of Modified Beer-Lambert’s
Law (MBLL) and polarization gating using Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI).
This marks the stepping stone for merging polarization gating and spectroscopy, mainly
for quantifying optical properties and concentration of chromophores at different pene-
tration depths. Translating polarization gating into extracting spectroscopical information
on concentration of chromophores needs to be studied in more detail. It was also shown
that it is possible to get an idea of the Constant offset in attenuation (G), by estimating
G as the minimum value of total attenuation (i. e. G ' Amin). The results of calculation
of Estimate of R (R ′) lead to a negative value arising from the reduced absorption in the
532nm wavelength. More trials need to be conducted to get a better idea of the values of
G and αs. As a ramification of this erroneous value, the path lengths needed to examine
this theory are very small. To achieve these smaller path lengths, it is advisable to use a
more appropriate range of wavelengths as well as have a consistent normalization process.
Also, by plugging in a smaller value of G (about 3 times smaller), gave a consistent result,
indicating that the sample is less scattering than we believe it to be.
Depending on optical properties of the medium, the exact depth and extent of these sub-
surface volumes can be calculated and is represented in Section. 5.3 for both human tissues
as well as rat brain tissues. With advancement in the set-up and better signal processing,
this method should allow for imaging deeper volumes at specific/user-defined depths.
This method could be very valuable in the field of non-invasive blood flow-sensing, detec-
tion of low-lying tumours or other skin abnormalities.
To achieve more reliable normalization of the images from different wavelengths, it is
advisable to try additionally on calibrated phantoms with known optical properties. Once
the normalization, which is a wavelength-specific process is achieved with known phan-
toms, this process can be applied to in vivo imaging of biological tissues. With selective and
limited wavelengths as in our case, it is not possible to access the entire range of depths
as suggested in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2. The chosen spectra does not allow us to probe as
deep as expected. It is thus necessary to chose the wavelengths according to their spectra
and also wavelengths closer to each other.
To quantify the concentration of chromophores and also isolate the absorption maps
of biological tissues at different depths, it is thus essential to have knowledge about the
attenuation at a wider range of wavelengths in order to fit the conditions for G and also for
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αs. This can be easily achieved by using a hyper-spectral camera and resorting to Hyper-
Spectral Imaging (HSI).
6
E X T E N S I O N O F P O L A R I Z AT I O N G AT I N G
T O L A S E R - S P E C K L E C O N T R A S T I M A G I N G
( L S C I )
U sing coherent light with optical methods to extract information from biological tis-sues revolves around the existence of ’Speckles’. This chapter deals with the def-
inition and the kind of information that can be retrieved from speckles. And it further
elaborates on the preliminary experiments that were conducted to combine coherent light
and polarization gating techniques. The experiments were first conducted on solid phan-
toms to verify validation of the method.
6.1 introduction
’Speckle’ is an intensity pattern produced when coherent light hits a slightly rough sur-
face or a scattering volume. With the advent of lasers, the study of this intensity pattern
produced by mutual interference of a set of wavelengths became popular for extracting
information from the media it hits [Allen and Jones, 1963; Oliver, 1963; Pedersen, 1976;
Rigden and Gordon, 1962]. When a coherent light source is incident on biological tissue, it
produces a speckle pattern, and if there are scatterers that are moving (as in the case of red
blood cells), their movement causes phase shifts in the scattered light and thus changes the
random interference pattern. These in-turn produce temporal fluctuations in the speckle
pattern that is analogous to the intensity fluctuations that arise from Doppler shifts. The
dynamics of the speckle pattern thus contains information about the motion of the scat-
tering particles in the sample. This characteristic made it popular for implementation in
various applications.
The use of laser speckles in medical imaging dates back to the 70’s where it gained
popularity in the assessment of blood flow [Stern et al., 1977] followed by works of Briers
and Fercher to study the retinal vasculature [Briers and Fercher, 1982; Fercher and Briers,
1981] (also called Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis (LASCA) and now referred to as Laser
Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI)). With the availability of faster digital acquisition and pro-
cessing, LSCI advanced rapidly for imaging blood flow in retina [Sugiyama et al., 2010],
skin [Briers et al., 1999; Draijer et al., 2009], brain [Dunn et al., 2001; Yuan et al., 2005].
Speckle contrast techniques concentrate mainly on the statistical analysis of the speckle
pattern as first shown by Goodman [1975]. Some of the most important of these meth-
ods include: Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF), Diffuse Correlation Spectroscopy (DCS) and
Laser Speckle Flowmetry (LSF). LDF uses the frequency shift produced by the Doppler ef-
fect to measure velocity either for blood flow or tissue movement inside the body [Briers,
2001; Dirnagl et al., 1989]. LSF uses the spatio-temporal blurring of speckles to measure
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flow [Ayata et al., 2004; Boas and Dunn, 2010]. DCS uses the light intensity autocorrela-
tion of diffusing light transported through tissue to measure dynamics of the scatterers,
and thus flow [Boas et al., 1995; Boas and Yodh, 1997; Durduran et al., 2010]. One of the
major differences between these methods is the volume that they probe, i. e. their penetra-
tion depth: LDF and LSF mainly deal with single-scattering events and thus usually probe
superficial volumes (< 1mm), whereas DCS that is based on the photon diffusion theory
accesses multiple scattered photons up to several centimetres. LDF methods also have the
disadvantage of limited application due to long scanning and image acquisition times. In
the field of micro-circulation imaging, in comparison to currently available methods like
polarization spectroscopy, Photo Acoustic Tomography (PAT), tissue viability imaging and
capillaroscopy, laser speckle-based methods are superior due to their high resolution and
possibility of real-time image acquisition [Leahy et al., 2007]. MRI and PET methods can
produce 3D spatial information for Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) mapping, but at the cost of
low resolutions, expensive and bulky infrastructures [Dunn et al., 2001]. In general, these
methods do not cater to the assessment of the same physical quantities.
Of all the optical technologies available for the analysis of tissue structure and dynam-
ics, coherence-domain and polarimetric methods have proven to be a more simple, robust
and fairly economical alternative to non-coherent photon diffusion and ultra-short pulse
techniques when applied to rather thin tissues [Bicout et al., 1994; Hielscher et al., 1997;
Morgan et al., 1997; Schmitt et al., 1992; Tuchin, 2013; Zimnyakov et al., 1997]. Using these
coherent techniques in diffuse optics is seen dominated in methods like DCS and LSF meth-
ods, but with focus on probing parameters that are not the same. The statistical properties
of laser speckle patterns have been studied extensively over the years, starting from Good-
man [1975]’s review on speckle properties, theoretical and experimental verifications on
first-order statistics of Stokes parameters [Fercher and Steeger, 1981; Steeger and Fercher,
1982], statistics of normalized Stokes parameters [Brosseau, 1995], statistics of partially
polarized light [Barakat, 1985] to micro-statistics of polarization behaviour [Freund et al.,
1990; Tarhan and Watson, 1992]. Studies have also been done to get extensive information
about the depolarization among speckle patterns [Elies et al., 1997] and more importantly
on the DOP of points in a speckle field [Li et al., 2002]. Li et al. concluded in their study
of DOP on single and multiple coherence areas, that depolarization of the incident polar-
ization is unavoidable, but that the measured DOP mainly depends on the size of detected
area (larger the area, smaller the DOP). However, most of these studies focussed on study-
ing the depolarization of speckles as opposed to finding measures of retaining polarized
speckles. Also, Speckle contrast as a unit of measurement has some ambiguity, as it is a
relative-statistical quantity which has limited information about the size, density, or depth
of the structure that is being studied.
To overcome the drawbacks of the past methods, we would like to propose the use of
elliptically polarized light with a coherent light system. As discussed in previous chapters,
the use of elliptically polarized light with Polarization Difference Imaging (PDI) has shown
substantial results in terms of enhanced contrast and signal and for accessing user-defined
depths at given wavelengths. In this chapter, the main focus is on adapting the aforemen-
tioned polarization gating techniques with a coherent light system, i. e. laser speckles. The
goal of this study is to understand if this added property of ’polarization gating’ can help
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us throw light on the possible differences in depth and density of scatterers present in the
subsurface. And to achieve this, it is imperative to understand the basics of speckles, their
statistical properties, both spatial and temporal, and to choose the methods that is most
adapted to our desired system.
6.1.1 Laser Speckle: Basics
Figure 6.1: Speckle pattern observed when coherent laser light is incident on a rough
surface.
When an object is illuminated with coherent light from a laser, a random interference
pattern or speckle is produced. This light that is back-scattered and detected at the cam-
era shows a mixture of bright and dark spots (Figure 6.1) which is due to the fact that
laser light that reaches each pixel has travelled slightly different path lengths (due to the
inhomogeneity of the surface), and adds constructively and destructively. A graphical rep-
resentation of the speckle types is represented in Figure 6.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Types of speckles with (a) Objective speckle formation, and, (b) Subjective
speckle formation [Cloud, 2007].
Based one the formation of the speckle pattern, there are two types of speckles: objective
and subjective speckles. Objective coherent speckles are so defined due to the absence of
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a lens in the system and they cannot be observed directly. Subjective speckles, however is
generated with the use of a lens in the system and affects all the pictures taken with co-
herent illumination. In our context, objective lenses are used, and therefore only subjective
speckles are taken into account. If scattering particles in the medium are moving, their
motion causes changes in the interference, which is detected as intensity variations in the
image. The movement of the object alters the speckle pattern over time. Laser speckle is a
random phenomenon and can only be described statistically [Goodman, 1975]. By quanti-
fying the temporal and spatial statistics of the speckle pattern, we can extract information
about the motion or flow of the scattering particles. The extent of the fluctuations can be
high and cause blurring of the speckles depending on the exposure time of the camera
(i. e. it is longer than the time scale of the intensity fluctuations, ∼ 1ms for biological tis-
sues) and choice of detector/s.
Speckle contrast can be measured either spatially or temporally on the measured in-
tensity, I. The speckle contrast (κ) in general, can be defined as the ratio of the standard
deviation of measured intensity (σI) over different speckles separated in space or time to
their mean intensity (µI) [Briers and Webster, 1996],
κ =
σI
µI
(6.1)
For a polarized speckle pattern, or a fully developed speckle pattern, the speckle contrast
is equal to 1, which means that there is no blurring of speckle pattern, and therefore, no
motion of scatterers. And if the speckle contrast is 0, it means that the scatterers are mov-
ing too fast and thus blur all the speckles.
Just to be familiar with the techniques of calculating speckle contrast, it is important
to know the definitions of the important parameters. For speckle contrast from spatial
statistics, one of the most important parameter is the speckle size relative to the camera
pixel size. And the minimum speckle size for a speckle pattern to be imaged onto a camera
is given by [Boas and Dunn, 2010],
ρspeckle = 2.44λ(1+M)f|# (6.2)
where λ is the wavelength of light, M is the magnification of the imaging system and
f|# is the F-number of the system (ratio of the lens’s focal length to the diameter of the
entrance pupil, which gives a quantitative measure of lens speed in an optical system).
Kirkpatrick et al. [2008] demonstrated that the Nyquist sampling criteria must be satis-
fied, which means that the size of speckle must be at least twice the size of the pixel
(i. e. ρspeckle> 2ρpixel), to obtain a fitting speckle intensity distribution. κ is estimated based
on the mean and standard deviation of the speckle intensity and is calculated by a square-
window of NxN pixels. Larger the window, a greater speckle contrast is achieved, but at
the expense of spatial resolution. The laser speckle community has chosen a window of
7x7 pixels as being an optimal choice which does not hamper the spatial resolution and
gives a good estimation of κ, totally dependent on the camera resolution, speckle size and
desired contrast resolution [Boas and Dunn, 2010]. On the other hand, temporal speckle
contrast involves the process of imaging all the pixels in parallel to measure the temporal
fluctuations of speckle, which forms a Fourier transform pair with the intensity temporal
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autocorrelation function, g2(τ)(See Eqn. 6.3). Typically, if temporal samples are statistically
independent (i. e. time between samples is greater than the correlation time), lesser num-
ber of samples are required for an accurate estimation of the speckle contrast.
Another important concept that plays a key role for quantifying the speckle contrast
due to motion of particles inside a medium, is how the motion of particles in the medium
affects the phenomenon of light scattering. This can be understood by measuring how a
signal at a certain time, t, is related to a signal measured at a time, t + τ, given by the
normalized intensity temporal autocorrelation function [Berne and Pecora, 1976],
g2(τ) =
〈
I(t)I(t+ τ)
〉〈
I(t)2
〉 . (6.3)
Intensity which is the readily available quantity from measurements is related to the elec-
tric field (which contains information about speckle pattern fluctuations, due to random
changes in phase) as, I(t) = |E(t)|2. And further, the normalized electric-field autocorrela-
tion function is represented as,
g1(τ) =
〈
E∗(t)E(t+ τ)
〉〈
E(t)2
〉 (6.4)
It is useful to express the g1(τ) in terms of intensity measured at the detector. Finally,
the electric-field auto-correlation function can be extracted from the intensity data using
Siegert’s relation [Lemieux and Durian, 1999] as,
g2(τ) = 1+β|g1(τ)|
2 (6.5)
where β is a constant and correction factor that accounts for the number of speckles de-
tected depending on the experimental conditions.
6.2 polarization gating with coherent light
Speckle contrast analyses have been done extensively over the years with constant im-
provements in different dimensions for enhanced spatial and depth resolution. The focus
of this chapter is on further retrieving depth information by using laser speckle methods
with elliptically polarized light. To combine polarization gating methods discussed in this
thesis to laser speckle contrast methods, we have adopted a noise correction regime from
Speckle Contrast Optical Spectroscopy (SCOS) techniques from Valdes et al. [2014] to opti-
mize the algorithm.
6.2.1 Speckle Contrast Calculation
6.2.1.1 Raw Speckle Contrast
The raw intensity images are initially corrected for the dark background before computing
the speckle contrast. A mean dark image, µ(ID), is obtained by taking the mean of several
dark frames, ID. From each raw intensity image, I, the µ(ID) is subtracted to give the dark
corrected images denoted as,
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Ic = I− µ(ID) (6.6)
The speckle contrast is then defined as the ratio of the standard deviation over different
dark-corrected speckles separated in space or time, σ(Ic), to their mean, µ(Ic), i. e.,
κ =
σ(Ic)
µ(Ic)
(6.7)
Here the dark correction will remove the contribution of the mean dark counts from the
µ(Ic) because µ(Ic) = µ(I) − µ(ID), and the variance of the mean dark counts is then ex-
pressed as,
σ2(Ic) = σ
2
(I) + σ
2
(µ(ID))
? (6.8)
However, subtracting the mean dark image from the raw image does not help remove the
noise (variance) associated with the dark image. Hence, a dark variance correction, σ2(d),
was performed to remove the dark noise variance from the variance of raw intensity im-
ages. This parameter contains different sources of noise including the read-out noise. The
mean dark variance, σ2(d) = µ(σ
2
(ID)
), is the mean of variances computed from several dark
frames which are acquired at the same exposure time as we use to obtain the raw intensity
images. Another significant noise source is the inherent shot-noise, and the speckle con-
trast can be corrected to account for this factor as well [Yuan, 2008] and can be represented
as,
κc =
√√√√σ2(Ic) − σ2(s) − σ2(d)
µ2(Ic)
(6.9)
where σ2(s) is the shot-noise contribution.
The corrected speckle contrast calculation was summarized as developed and described
by Valdes et al. [2014] and summarizes the noise correction algorithm that was used in
Speckle Contrast Optical Spectroscopy (SCOS). SCOS is a technique similar to LSF that uses
the speckle contrast but with a difference in instrumentation. It uses point sources placed
at a distance as in DCS, used for detecting photons that have undergone multiple scatter-
ing. This facilitates detection of many speckles in parallel but with extended path lengths
for deep tissue sampling (mainly for measuring deep tissue blood flow). As their first tri-
als, they calculated the speckle-contrast with shot-noise correction κc, for liquid phantom
Lipofundin (analogous to Intra-lipid®) and found a fitting particle diffusion co-efficient
(DB) value with the measured DCS autocorrelation curve. They also repeated these mea-
surements for inhomogeneous flows in microfluidic phantom with Lipofundin and also
in vivo for the measurement of blood flow in forearm, and validated the measurements of
changes in flow w.r.t the calculated speckle contrast. To summarize, the speckle contrast
ranges from 0 to 1, where the highly stationary particles produce no/less blurring and
have higher values (0.2 < κ < 12) as in the case of solids like tissues. For liquids, or par-
ticles moving fast, the speckle contrast is generally found to be lower (0 < κ < 0.2) as the
? Property
Variance of two random variables where one is subtracted from the other is additive (associative), i.e.
Var[X− Y] = Var[X] + Var[Y]
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scatterers are moving fast enough to blur all the speckles. So with these distinct values of
speckle contrast, it is possible to differentiate between the structure/volume we are look-
ing at.
6.2.1.2 Polarized Speckle Contrast
To equate this speckle contrast calculation to the use of images with different incident
polarization configurations (see channels C1-C4 in Table 3.1), we will first try a simple PDI
method with Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI). The cross-linear intensity
images C2 are subtracted from each angle of co-elliptical intensity images C3 in order to
get an idea of the depth probed with each elliptic angle (0◦ − 45◦ in steps of 10◦, i.e. 5
different angles, and therefore 5 sets of raw intensity images). In the case of polarization
gating with EPDI, it is not necessary to correct for the dark background, as this is already
achieved with gating. Even with dark correction, the contribution from the mean dark
counts is really low and can be neglected. This excludes a whole portion of computing the
dark mean counts and simplifies background subtraction.
The Polarization gated speckle contrast (κP) is then defined as the ratio of the standard
deviation of EPDI, σ(EPDI), to its mean, µ(EPDI),i.e.
κP =
σ(EPDI)
µ(EPDI)
(6.10)
where EPDI represents the polarization maintaining photons (intensity) after having sub-
tracted the cross-linear intensity from the co-elliptical intensity, i.e.
EPDI = C3−C2 (6.11)
Now taking the variance of Eqn. 6.11, we get
σ2(EPDI) = σ
2
(C3) + σ
2
(C2) − 2.Cov[C3, C2]
? (6.12)
And thus, Speckle contrast with polarization gating (EPDI) is given by,
κP =
√√√√σ2(C3) + σ2(C2) − 2.Cov[C3c, C2c]
(µ(C3) − µ(C2))2
(6.13)
? Property
Variance of two random variables where one is subtracted from the other is expressed as the sum of their
individual variances and the difference of twice their covariance, i.e.
Var[X− Y] = Var[X] + Var[Y] − 2.Cov[X, Y]
Covariance is a measure of how much two random variables change together. If the greater values of one
variable mainly correspond with the greater values of the other variable, and the same holds for the smaller
values, i.e., the variables tend to show similar behaviour, the covariance is positive. In the opposite case, when
the greater values of one variable mainly correspond to the smaller values of the other, i.e., the variables tend
to show opposite behaviour, the covariance is negative.
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To add shot-noise corrections to the speckle contrast, we can rewrite the Noise-corrected
polarization gated speckle contrast (κPC), as,
κPC =
√√√√σ2(C3) + σ2(C2) − 2.Cov[C3c, C2c] − σ2(s)
(µ(C3) − µ(C2))2
(6.14)
In our context, it is important to understand how κ relates to polarization gating with
different channels and what values/information is expected. To recapitulate, it was shown
that with increasing ellipticities, the polarization-maintaining photons travel deeper and
that polarization gating (with PDI) helps remove all background and depolarized photons.
For example, in case of blood vessels, if one vessel shows a lower speckle contrast than
another vessel, this could be because the vessel is deeper (causing fewer photons to reach
the vessel, decorrelate, and return to the surface), or because the amount of suspended
particles in the vessel is lower (also causing lower photon numbers to scatter from the
vessel). In other words, there is limited information on the size, density, or depth of the
buried vessel due to this ambiguity. This is where polarization gating will help us in quan-
tifying this depth information and correlating this to the value of speckle contrast. With
measuring the trend of speckle contrast values for each ellipticity, it is possible to have an
idea about depth-related information.
6.3 experimental set-up and calibration
Figure 6.3: Schematic of the experimental set-up with coherent light where, LD: laser
diode, LP: linear polarizer, HWP: half-wave plate, QWP: quarter-wave plate, θ: angle of
incidence, PSA: polarization state analyzer composed of a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and
analyzer, L: magnification lens, C: CMOS camera with objective, MRP: motorized rotation
plate.
The set-up as seen in Figure 6.3 is composed of a laser diode (HL63133DG, 170mW at
637nm, Thorlabs®, Germany) as source, half-wave plate (1", achromatic wave plate for
wavelength range 400-800nm Thorlabs®, Germany) and a quarter-wave plate (1", achro-
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matic zero-order wave plate for wavelength range 500-700nm with a pi/2 de-phasing at
633nm, SPD - Samoylov A.V., Ukraine) on the illumination path. The laser diode is lin-
early polarized at 0° to the plane of incidence. Moreover, the polarizer guarantees that the
incident beam is linearly polarized. The half-wave plate is used to flip this transmission
axis of the laser diode, and the fast-axis of the quarter-wave plate is then used to generate
different states of polarization (linear, vertical, elliptical or circular). The incident beam
after hitting the sample, is then detected through a Polarization State Analyzer (PSA) com-
posed of a quarter-wave plate (2", achromatic zero-order wave plate for wavelength range
500-700nm with a pi/2 de-phasing at 633nm, SPD - Samoylov A.V., Ukraine) and an an-
alyzer (1", dichroic, extinction ratio 10000:1, LPVISB100, Thorlabs®, Germany), to return
the state of polarization. The relative rotation angle between polarizers and quarter-wave
plates is tuned such as to obtain the desired polarization modes for illumination and de-
tection (Figure 3.5 and Table. 3.1). The reflected beam then passes through a magnification
lens (AC508-400 A-ML, Thorlabs®, Germany) and is detected by a CMOS camera (Orca
Flash 4.0, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) with an objective (7000E, Laser Components SAS,
France).
The system was calibrated for the polarization optics as described in Section 3.2.2 with
the exception of the half-wave plate which was only used to set the transmission axis of
the laser to a desired orientation. For precision of tuning the angles, motorized rotation
plates were used to move the half-wave plate and linear polarizer in the detection path.
The required speckle size, ρspeckle, was calculated as described in 6.2, and to achieve the
optimum ρspeckle of 21µm, the f|# was set to a value of 11 on the objective. Before image
acquisition, the homogeneity of the incident coherent beam was verified in both x− and
y−axes to check for the formation of speckles w.r.t the exposure time. About 50 images
were taken per angle of ellipticity in order to account for statistics. The exposure times
were varied from 1.5ms to 5ms depending on the sample used. Once all the channels were
imaged, the laser diode was covered with a lid in order to take dark images, accounting
for background noise. The speckle contrast of the images were then calculated based on
the methods described in 6.2.1.
6.4 results
After calibration, preliminary experiments were conducted on liquid and solid/gel phan-
toms to measure the speckle contrast at different polarization configurations. Speckle con-
trast was calculated with and without polarization gating, i. e. κ and κP and compared for
each case. In case of liquid phantoms, about 250ml of the Intra-lipid® (at desired concen-
tration) was poured into a transparent container for imaging. In case of solid phantoms,
the solid was moulded into the same transparent container with a total volume of ∼ 250ml.
To recapitulate the Reduced scattering coefficient (µ ′s) and the respective dilutions used
for manufacturing liquid and solid/gel phantoms with Agar and Intra-lipid®, the data is
represented in Table 6.1. The Absorption coefficient (µa) was considered negligible and the
Anisotropy factor (g) of Intra-lipid® was taken from literature as g = 0.73 [van Staveren
et al., 1991].
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Table 6.1: Concentrations of Agar and Intra-lipid® and their respective Reduced scatter-
ing coefficient (µ ′s) for the preparation of solid and liquid phantoms.
Concentration (%) µ ′s (cm−1)
Liquid
0.1% Intra-lipid® ∼ 1
1.0% Intra-lipid® ∼ 10
Solid/Gel
1% Agar - 0.1% Intra-lipid® ∼ 1
1% Agar - 1.0% Intra-lipid® ∼ 10
The phantoms for different concentrations are represented in Figure 6.4 for (a) Intra-
lipid®, (b) Agar - Intra-lipid® phantoms of (a) 0.1% and (b) 1% respectively. The respective
horizontal cross-plots are seen in Panels (c) for 0.1% and (d) for 1% concentrations respec-
tively. The cross-plots indicate a similitude in intensity over the phantoms (horizontally)
validating their homogeneity. Visual inspection and also further quantification suggest that
the phantoms are optically matched quite well, despite being in two different states, liquid
and solid.
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Figure 6.4: Images of Intra-lipid® (liquid) and Agar and Intra-lipid® (solid) phantoms
for concentrations (a) 0.1% (µ ′s = 1cm−1), and, (b) 1% (µ ′s = 10cm−1) along with their
horixontal cross-plots (c) and (d) respectively. Plot line ’red’ represents Intra-lipid® (liquid)
and ’blue’ represents Agar and Intra-lipid® (solid) phantom respectively.
Figure 6.5 shows the mean speckle contrast (taken over the whole phantom with homo-
geneous surface) determined for a liquid phantom (0.1% Intra-lipid®, Figure 6.5a) and for
a solid phantom (1% Agar and 0.1% Intra-lipid®, Figure 6.5b). The optical properties of
the two phantoms were matched by using the correct dilutions for Agar and Intra-lipid®.
For preliminary measurements, the speckle contrast was just calculated as in Equation 6.7
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and no other noise correction was made.
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Figure 6.5: Speckle contrast, κ, at different polarization channels for (a) 0.1% Intra-lipid®,
(b) 1% Agar - 0.1% Intra-lipid® phantoms. Squares represent the Cross-linear channel (C2).
Circles represent the C3, from 10°-45°. Standard deviation bars are also shown. Image
exposure time, 3ms.
Comparing Figures 6.5a and 6.5b, the ranges of κ conform to the fact that liquids have
a lower speckle contrast as compared to solids or gels (see Section 6.2). In both phantoms,
channel C2 appears to have lower values as compared to channel C3. Channel C3 at different
ellipticities shows a slight increase with increase in ellipticity. Thus, for homogeneous me-
dia, the speckle contrast behaviour with different polarization configurations was found
to increase slightly with increase in ellipticity. We also need to keep in mind that this cor-
responds only to the raw speckle contrast at different ellipticities. Only background noise
has been removed but no background subtraction has been performed to eliminate depo-
larized/specular components.
To verify the depth that can be probed with polarized speckles, it was essential to design
a phantom with layers consisting of both solid and liquid components which allowed for
the clear distinction of speckle contrast values. For this purpose, we designed two mod-
els of phantoms using both, a solid/gel phantom and a liquid phantom. The solid/gel
phantom was composed of Agar and Intra-lipid® with desired concentration (for desired
optical properties, µa and µ ′s) and fabricated using the technique described in Section 3.3.2.
The liquid phantom was a solution of Intra-lipid® diluted to match the properties of the
solid phantom. The two models of phantoms and their respective speckle contrasts are
described shortly.
Homogeneous Two-layer phantom
The first type of layered phantom was a two-layer homogeneous model, with gel/solid as
the bottom layer and liquid as top layer. A schematic of the sample can be seen in Figure
6.6 with the dimensions of the phantom. Layers of the liquid were added on top of the
gel layer in increasing heights of 0.5mm and the speckle contrast was measured at each
of these heights of the liquid (corresponding to different depths of liquid on the gel layer)
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and also at different ellipticities.
Figure 6.6: Schematic of a two-layered homogeneous phantom made with Agar-Intra-
lipid® gel (bottom layer) and Intra-lipid® (bottom layer). The liquid layer is added in
steps of 0.5mm for measurement at different heights of the liquid on the gel.
As a first sample, we prepared the gel and liquid to have a µ ′s of 1cm−1 (see Table 6.1
for concentrations). The speckle contrast calculated at different heights of the liquid on
the gel can be seen in Figure 6.7. The blue square in the figure represents the raw speckle
contrast calculated for Intra-lipid® with a height identical to the solid phantom (25mm).
Circles represent the speckle contrast measured starting at just the gel (i. e. 0mm of liquid)
to a height of 3mm of liquid added on the gel. The trend of speckle contrast shows a de-
crease with increase in the height of liquid. After a depth of 1.5mm, the speckle contrasts
measured is equal to that measured for only liquid (blue square on Figure 6.7) suggesting
that the speckles are not hitting the solid surface any longer. The further drop in speckle
contrast can only suggest that the decrease in κ is due to the movement of speckles and/or
due to sedimentation of particles in the liquid. The values of κ between heights 0 and
1.5mm show intermediate values from being solid to liquid suggesting that the speckles
are due to different depths of the liquid. The next step would be to compare the speckle
contrast versus depth curves for different ellipticities and polarization gating to observe
the trend of speckle contrast values w.r.t depth probed.
Figure 6.8 shows the Polarization gated speckle contrast (κP) measured for different ellip-
ticities and at different heights of liquid layer added. The curves for all ellipticities suggest
a drop in speckle contrast value with addition of 0.5mm layer of Intra-lipid® solution. This
value then appears to be constant at the following depths from 1− 3mm. This could be
due to the fact that at steps of 0.5mm, the actual depth probed is a smaller volume (in the
order of microns evaluated with the optical properties of Intra-lipid®) and since we are
looking at a deeper quantity, the depth-sensitivity of the different ellipticities is not accu-
rate. After a depth of 0.5mm of Intra-lipid® layer, the κP shows values that classify as of
liquids and suggest the evidence of strong depolarization. To further study this purpose,
we constructed a two-layer wedged phantom that will allow us to differentiate a gradient
of depths more easily.
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Figure 6.7: Speckle contrast, κ, at different depths of liquid Intra-lipid® layers for the
homogeneous two-layer phantom with gel and liquid. Squares represent liquid Intra-
lipid® at same sample height as just the solid gel as seen in Figure 6.6. Circles repre-
sent speckle contrast of sample taken with addition of different amounts of liquid Intra-
lipid® in steps of 0.5mm. Image exposure time, 3ms.
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Figure 6.8: Polarization gated speckle contrast (κP) at different ellipticities and different
depths for the homogeneous two-layer phantom with gel and liquid. The ellipticities are
represented as circles (10°), asterisks (20°), triangles (30°), plus signs (40°) and diamonds
(45°) respectively. Image exposure time, 3ms.
Two-layer wedge phantom
The second phantom was a wedge-like phantom consisting of a solid phantom on the top
layer which inclined till the bottom, to have different depths at a gradient as shown in
Figure 6.9. The lower layer was filled with liquid and then the phantom was imaged from
the top.
A 400x400 pixels image was taken at each channel and later analyzed at a smaller ROI
of 320x50 pixels (yellow rectangle indicated in Figure 6.9c and in Figure 6.10a). The phan-
toms were first imaged with water added in the cavity as a reference to the measurements
with liquid Intra-lipid®, and later imaged with 0.1% Intra-lipid®. Figure 6.10 shows the
raw intensity image (Panel (a)) of the wedge phantom along with the ROI for speckle con-
trast calculation and is highlighted. This ROI was chosen where the phantom was most
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Figure 6.9: (a) Schematic of the wedged phantom made with Schematic of the wedged
phantom made with 1% Agar-0.1% Intra-lipid® along with its dimensions, (b) Side-view
image of the wedged phantom and (c) Top-view image of the wedged phantom. The
yellow rectangle in Panel (c) represents the ROI analysed for speckle contrast. It represents
a gradient of depths up to 20mm.
homogeneous in structure and also received homogeneous illumination in horizontal as
well as vertical axes. Panel (b) and (c) show the speckle contrast images of the ROI when
images with water and Intra-lipid® respectively. Panel (b) shows that κ is quite uniform
throughout the image (but changing in intensity) with speckles distributed evenly. This
confirms the absence of scatterers in water, and that the speckle contrast arises only from
the solid gel surface which is uniform. On the contrary, κ in Panel (c) is seen to have a
gradient (from top to bottom). This can be explained by the fact that light reaches the
liquid Intra-lipid® (with scatterers) at lower depths of the gel and as the height of the gel
increases, the speckle contrast increases. There are more speckles where the light hits only
the gel layer, and vice versa for the liquid layers. Thus to quantify the speckle contrast as a
function of depth of the gel/liquid interface, the vertical section of the ROI was divided into
slices of 10x50 pixels, and each layer represented a depth of 1.42mm. The mean speckle
contrast was calculated at each slice and for each ellipticity, and represented as a function
of depth and can be seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 for water and Intra-lipid® respectively.
The curves represented in Figure 6.11 show channels C2 and C3 (ellipticities 10°-45°) at
different positions on the phantom that corresponds to different depths of the gel. The
range of speckle contrast belongs to that of solid phantoms, and thus shows that with
water underneath the solid layer, the speckle collected at the detector were stemming from
the solid layer only. The curves from different channels do not show any relation to one
another, but show a similar random behaviour (with very small changes in speckle con-
trast value) which can be neglected, meaning that they are all stemming from the same
homogeneous solid layer. At depths of 0 - 3cm, there are some fluctuations in speckle con-
trast which may have been due to some surface roughness during the manufacture of the
phantom.
After replacing water with 0.1% Intra-lipid® in the cavity, the same experiment was
repeated, and imaged at different channels. Figure 6.12 shows the speckle contrasts at dif-
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Figure 6.10: (a) Raw intensity image of the wedge phantom, imaged from the top. Image
size, 400x400 pixels. Yellow rectangle represents the ROI of 320x50 pixels used to calculate
the speckle contrast, (b) Speckle contrast image of the wedged phantom when filled with
water, and, (c) Speckle contrast image of the wedged phantom when filled with Intra-
lipid®. Panels (b) and (c) have a common colorbar represented at the right corner of the
figure. Image exposure time, 3ms.
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Figure 6.11: Speckle contrast, κ, at different channels for a two-layer wedged phantom with
gel and water, representing different depths. Squares represent channel C2. Channels C3
is represented as circles (10°), asterisks (20°), triangles (30°), plus signs(40°) and diamonds
(45°) respectively. Image exposure time, 3ms.
ferent channels and positions representing different depths. The curves show a gradual
increase in speckle contrast with increase in depth of the gel phantom. The curves from
different ellipticities seem to show similar order of magnitude and seem to have the same
general behaviour. We observed that the absolute value of the spatial speckle contrast is dif-
ferent for the various polarization channels, and also that within each channel, the speckle
contrast is sensitive to the particular depth of the liquid layer. At the very least, this shows
that the influence of polarization channels on the photon paths is sufficient enough to be
observed in the speckle contrast, and that there is potential for depth characterization by
selecting various channels.
To further explore the effects of polarization gating with speckles, we calculated the
κP for the wedged-phantom at different concentrations as described in Section 6.2 (based
on Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI)) and using Eqn. 6.13. Graphical rep-
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Figure 6.12: Speckle contrast, κ, at different channels for a two-layer wedged phantom
with gel and Intra-lipid®, representing different depths. Squares represent channel C2.
Channels C3 is represented as circles (10°), asterisks (20°), triangles (30°), plus signs(40°)
and diamonds (45°) respectively. Image exposure time, 3ms.
resentation of κP versus the depths of the wedged solid taken for samples with reduced
scattering coefficients of 1 and 10cm−1 can be seen in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Polarization gated speckle contrast (κP) at different ellipticities and different
depths for a two-layer wedged phantom with concentrations, (a) 1% Agar - 0.1% Intra-
lipid® (µ ′s = 1cm−1), and, (b) 1% Agar - 1% Intra-lipid® (µ ′s = 10cm−1). The ellipticities
are represented as circles (10°), asterisks (20°), triangles (30°), plus signs (40°) and dia-
monds (45°) respectively. Image exposure time, 3ms.
Both concentrations of the phantom show similar behaviour with slight differences in
their slope. The range of values for κP for phantom (a) is lower than that of phantom (b) in-
dicating that higher the concentration of gel (i. e. less transparent) higher is the calculated
speckle contrast for a given depth or ellipticity. Comparing the curves for each ellipticity, it
can be concluded that there is an increase in the speckle contrast with increasing ellipticity,
indicating behaviour similar to that seen in polarization gating with incoherent light (e.g.
both in EPDI and MPDI).
From these preliminary tests, it is evident that adding polarization gating to the statistics
of speckles provides substantial information about the depths it affects and is also related
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to the ellipticity of polarization used. Secondly, we must carefully consider the mechanism
by which the speckle contrast changes, and how this relates to the photon paths, and the
changes in the polarization state/ellipticity. Understanding this will potentially allow us
to resolve the depth and density information that we are interested in.
6.5 summary
Speckle-based methods are really popular for the study of blood flow and related problems.
Due to the ambiguity of the information contained in the measurement of speckle con-
trast, and the need for more information on depth and density of the scattering medium,
we have employed the use of polarization gating based imaging. The preliminary tests
of adding this polarization variable, showed that the absolute speckle contrast varied for
every polarization channel and the depth in question. We also found evidence that the
polarization channels influence the photon paths and change the value of speckle contrast
accordingly. These findings indicate that there is definitely information about depth and
the possibility of depth characterization becomes evident.
One of the main concerns regarding this method is the evident loss of polarization while
probing from one medium to another. In other words, for layered samples, one cannot re-
cover polarized speckles that depolarize based on the medium they are in. While probing
in depth from a gel/solid to a liquid, it is possible to still track the speckle contrast (which
drops drastically when it hits a liquid layer). But in the opposite case, when we probe from
liquid to gel, it is not yet possible to recover the polarized speckles as there is significant
depolarization inside the liquid caused by moving scatterers.
Further work is being done on layered phantoms using different scatterers, phantom
thickness and lower exposure times. The next steps also include calculation of temporal
speckle contrast with the possibility of using more detectors for simultaneous measure-
ment of different polarization channels. Temporal speckle contrast can improve the visibil-
ity of deep blood vessels and is less susceptible to static speckle artefacts when compared
with the spatial algorithm and can be an interesting point of comparison.

7
D I S C U S S I O N & C O N C L U S I O N S
T his thesis focusses on using polarization-based methods, specifically elliptically polar-ized light as a means of accessing information from highly diffuse media like biologi-
cal tissues. The work performed in course of this thesis differs from past investigations due
to two significant reasons: it mainly uses the concept of retaining polarization-maintaining
photons as opposed to finding the apparent Degree of Polarization (DOP), and it employs
the use of elliptically polarized light and not the conventional use of linear polarization
gating. The measurement of polarization-maintaining photons after removal of depolar-
ized, multiply-scattered and specularly reflected photons, helps lead the way in accessing
deeper structures with the photons that have travelled different path-lengths. Circularly
polarized light, or more generally elliptically polarized light has the added advantage of
retaining their polarization for longer number of scattering events in comparison to lin-
early polarized light as explained by the ’polarization memory effect’. This property of
elliptically polarized was exploited and incorporated in polarization gating methods to
cater to different applications.
As discussed before, polarization gating is a term used for extracting information from
samples by using and manipulating the polarization property of light. In our context,
we developed an image subtraction mechanism that used different polarization channels
(co- and cross-linear; co- and counter-elliptical) to isolate polarization-maintaining pho-
tons and eliminate the background (depolarized, unpolarized and specular photons). This
method, called Multi-Polarization Difference Imaging (MPDI) was found to be superior to
it’s contemporaries, Linear Polarization Difference Imaging (LPDI) and Elliptical Polariza-
tion Difference Imaging (EPDI) in terms of the measured signal, contrast and resolution of
images. LPDI helps access only surface information and with EPDI it is possible to access
photons that have travelled deeper by using light with different elliptical polarizations (or
otherwise known as ellipticities). But the latter is a simplified form of gating that over-
subtracts specular reflections from linear and elliptical polarizations. In this sense, MPDI
provides the whole package by providing accurate removal of specularly reflected photons
as well as multiply-scattered ones and accessing photons that have travelled deeper (to
quantify probed-depth). In addition, this novel method converges with the fact that there
is a substantial relationship between the depth/volume probed and the ellipticity of polar-
ized illumination. During the course of this thesis, I have contributed in the construction,
automation, calibration and validation of the experimental set-up used for polarization
gating with MPDI. In this manuscript we have also summarized the feasibility of depth
examination by tuning the state of polarization in four imaging channels, and compare
two systems of image subtraction with experiments on calibrated Intra-lipid® phantoms,
ex vivo, and in vivo tissues. With the measurements on Intra-lipid® phantoms, a maximum
depth of 7mm could be probed using higher ellipticities of polarization. This translated to
the possibility of probing biological tissues to a depth of 0.7mm (since the optical prop-
erties of Intra-lipid® phantoms was scaled by a factor of 10 as compared to biological
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tissues). Ex vivo experiments on chicken neck and in vivo human skin experiments con-
form with the above conclusions, and show higher signal intensity and higher contrast of
some structures with elliptic channels (from 0° to 45°) probing subsurface structures. In
terms of image processing, important milestones were achieved for movement correction
in in vivo images. With in vivo measurements, the appearance of movements (of the order
of a few pixels) in images from one channel to the other are inevitable. This adds con-
straints in performing pixel− to− pixel subtraction with any of the polarization gating
methods (LPDI, EPDI or MPDI). With the developed MATLAB algorithm, precision of ±1 pixel
was achieved and can certainly be improved for an enhances SNR with sophisticated pro-
grams of image registration.
In the context of probing deeper volumes, it was evident that with using the counter-
elliptical channel (C4) structures in deeper volumes were more ’visible’ as compared to the
cross-linear (C2). C4, which removes signals coming from superficial layers was found to
have more information about depth than the conventionally used C2 [Morgan and Ridg-
way, 2000; Morgan and Stockford, 2003; Stockford et al., 2002] which gives an apparent
measure of the ’deepest probe-able volume’. It would be quite interesting to follow on this
lead for clinical uses of accessing deep structures. Another prime development was the
concept of linking the wavelength of illumination, ellipticity of polarized illumination as a
function of the probed-depth based on the works of Rehn et al. [2013], Zonios and Dimou
[2006] and Mesradi et al. [2013] (for rat brain tissue). This feature not only helps one access
user-defined depths in biological tissue, but also creates a stepping stone for performing
depth-resolved spectroscopy with polarization gating.
Chapter 5 revolved around accessing intrinsic information of tissues by using the Mod-
ified Beer-Lambert’s Law (MBLL) and polarization gating with MPDI. As a beginning to
polarized spectroscopy that can be depth-sensitive, we measured the Ratio of concentra-
tions of two chromophores (R) on two samples, in vivo images of a burn scar on human
skin and exposed cortex of an anaesthetized rat. A more general form of estimating the R
as described by Stockford et al. [2007] was adopted to measure the chromophores in blood,
Oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) and Deoxyhaemoglobin (Hb) (for rat brain cortex). The study was
based on the fact that the Constant offset in attenuation (G) (due to scattering) and Alpha
factor for spectroscopy (αs) are constant values independent of the wavelengths used. But
when verified with polarization gating, this was found to be untrue. The theory that G
and αs correspond to the same path lengths was disregarded with our gating system. The
images in some wavelengths were found to be more scattering than expected and did not
help fit the data to get measurable concentrations of chromophores. To help study the
problem in detail, it is advisable to carry out experiments with more controlled factors
like external illumination, concentration and spectra of the chromophores and ensure that
the source of inconsistencies or errors can be detected from the scratch. The next steps
would include to theoretically and empirically test the method with a well-known solu-
tion of chromophores with different concentrations in a certain scattering medium which
mimics tissue behaviour and the use of polarization gated light which helps selecting and
choosing the depth of penetration. With selective and limited wavelengths as in our case,
it is not possible to access the entire range of depths as suggested in Section 5.3 (Figure
5.1 and Table 5.2). The chosen spectra does not allow us to probe as deep as expected and
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thus necessary to chose the wavelengths according to their spectra and also a closer wave-
length range. Although the field of spectroscopy has a long history, very little work has
been done on polarized spectroscopy in the wide field, especially one that provides depth
information at user-defined volumes. Recently it was shown that Elliptical Polarized Re-
flectance Spectroscopy (EPRS) was capable of detecting different spectroscopic signatures in
multi-layer tissue mimicking phantoms and in situ biological tissues [Bailey and Sokolov,
2016]. EPRS showed the possibility of probing target depths for samples with known op-
tical properties, but did not give valuable information in terms of quantifying the tissue
chromophores so far. To enable this quantification of the concentration of chromophores
and also isolate the absorption maps of biological tissues at different depths, is definitely
an important task at hand for improving precision in disease detection, monitoring and
image guided surgeries. One method of achieving this is by employing Hyper-Spectral
Imaging (HSI). In recent studies, HSI techniques have proven very valuable to the assess-
ment of tissue oxygenation [Calin et al., 2014; Lu and Fei, 2014; McCormack et al., 2014]
by providing a non-invasive method of mapping the distribution of HbO2 and Hb.
An additional application I explored with polarization gating included the use of coher-
ent illumination, which meant the utilization of speckles to gather information from de-
sired media. Recently, coherence-domain and polarimetric methods using speckle theory
are quite popular for studying photon-diffusion based applications in biological tissues.
The concept of polarized laser-speckles has not been entirely unknown. Li et al. [2002]
investigated the behaviour of Degree of Polarization (DOP) for both linear and circular po-
larization in laser speckles for turbid media. Although it gives a start to the understanding
of polarization phenomena in turbid media like biological tissue, there is little informa-
tion known about the polarized speckles itself and its quantification. The results presented
were naive and not convincing of the actual signal coming from the polarized speckle. On
the other hand, for the study of blood-flow and related diseases, speckle-based methods
have gained popularity. They use a statistically measurable quantity called the Speckle
contrast (κ) which correlates the motion of the scatterers (usually red-blood cells in the
case of blood), thus giving information on the blood flow. This variable κ is an ambigu-
ous quantity and does not give sufficient information on the size, density, and/or depth
of the structure under study. For this reason, we have focussed on adding the concept of
polarization gating to the speckle contrast to extract depth information from the samples.
We have adopted the results from Valdes et al. [2014] and modified it to facilitate polariza-
tion gating via Elliptical Polarization Difference Imaging (EPDI). To validate the method,
we performed preliminary tests on layered phantoms with both solid and liquid layers
and calculated the Speckle contrast (κ) as well as the derived Polarization gated speckle
contrast (κP). In summary, the tests suggested that the absolute speckle contrast varied as
a function of polarization channel and the depth in question. This meant that the speckle
contrast was sensitive to the inherent polarization and in turn to the photon paths. This
elucidates the fact that it is possible to extract depth information and in turn have an idea
of the density of the volume (solid/gel or liquid etc). Although it gives us an idea of the
depths that we can probe, there is a loss of polarization while probing in different media,
especially in liquids. The loss of polarization becomes evident when probing from liquid
layer to the solid (as seen in Section), as the speckles are lost mainly due to motion of
scatterers. These problems can be overcome by using layered phantoms with different scat-
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terers (with known optical properties), phantom thickness and adaptive exposure times.
With advancements this method can be applied in vivo and can provide valuable informa-
tion in the field of blood-flow sensing in the retina, skin, and the brain.
And thus, in this thesis, an overview of the possible applications and developments
of polarization gating imaging using elliptically polarized light has been presented. With
immediate applications in various biomedical imaging fields, polarization gating based
methods are being sought after. They facilitate the possibility of having ideal diagnostic
systems which are non-invasive, low-cost and mostly flexible and portable.
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